
Response  to Prebid Queries in reference to NIT No. F 4.3(221)/RISL/Tech/2017/866 dated 26/04/2017

S.No. RFP Page 

No.

RFP Rule 

No.

Rule Details Query/ Suggestion/ Clarification Response

1 6 Spelling of through needs correction Typo-error Corrected. Please refer to Final 

RFP document.

2 6 Submission of Bid - Online or Hard Copy (Though online is written elsewhere) Mode of bid submission is electronic as 

mentioned in the RFP document. 

3 11 1 INVITATION FOR BID (IFB) & NOTICE INVITING BID 

(NIB)

Do the DD needs to be of cumulative 2000 value or two 1000 DD separate for Bidding document fee and RISL 

Processing fee

Please refrer page no. 6 of the RFP for the Bid 

document fee @ Rs. 5000/- and all kind of fees 

shall be submitted through seprate 

instruments. 

4 11 1 INVITATION FOR BID (IFB) & NOTICE INVITING BID 

(NIB)

Any attachment required for SSI categories or Sick Industries other than SSI? Copy of valid SSI Registration Certificate duly 

issued by competent authority is required to be 

submitted.

5 17 3 3. QUALIFICATION/ ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 1.       Cameras proposed by the bidder should be of Global repute and must stand in top 10 in IHS/IMS India Report for 

last 3 years with presence in Asia and Global IHS report also.

No Change.

6 17 3 3. QUALIFICATION/ ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 2.       All the CCTV Cameras should be from same OEM for seamless integration and ease of operation. No Change.

7 17 3 3. QUALIFICATION/ ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 3.       The OEM of proposed Camera, NVR & DVR should have its own company registered in India (under Incorporation 

of Companies Act in India) since last 10 years. Any representation through a Dealer/ Distributor/ Joint Venture/ 

consortium shall not be treated as OEM. It should be supported with necessary statutory documents. 

No Change.

8 17 3 3. QUALIFICATION/ ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 4.       The CCTV OEM should have factory in India for manufacturing of cameras, NVR/ DVR. Valid factory license shall 

be submitted along with the bid.

No Change.

9 17 3 3. QUALIFICATION/ ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 5.       OEM for Camera/ VMS/ NVR shall be a profitable company in last 5 years. Requisite proof against same shall be 

submitted along with the bid. 

No Change.

10 17 3 3. QUALIFICATION/ ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 6.       The OEM should have an average annual turnover of Rs. 500 Crores during the last 3 Financial Years, ending 31st 

March 2017.

No Change.

11 17 3 3. QUALIFICATION/ ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 7.       The CCTV OEM should have its registered office and service/ support center in the state of implementation of 

project.

No Change.

12 17 3 3. QUALIFICATION/ ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 8.       The OEM should have ISO9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004 certificate for manufacturing of all types of cameras & 

NVR/ DVR. The Bidder/s shall attach the copy of the OEM’s ISO Certificate along with the bid.

No Change.

13 17 3 3. QUALIFICATION/ ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 9.       All CCTV cameras offered in the project should be UL, CE, EN, IEC, RoHS, FCC certified. Clear representation of 

proposed models shall be available in the UL certificate.

No Change.

14 17 3 3. QUALIFICATION/ ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 10.   The OEM of the CCTV camera must have more than 500 employees on its payroll in India. This is to justify that 

CCTV OEM has made investment in India and is serious about its business in India which will ensure long term after 

sales support and spare support from the OEM. Necessary supporting document/ certificate shall be provided along with 

the bid.

No Change.

15 17 3 Financial: Turnover-Average annual turnover of bidder/ 

lead bidder should be at least Rs 50 Crore from IT/ ITes 

during the last three financial years (FY’s 2014 -15 2015-

16, 2016-17)

Modify-Financial: Turnover-Average annual turnover of bidder/ lead bidder should be at least Rs 50 Crore from IT/ICT/ 

ITES/ Telecom / Networking during the last three financial years (FY’s 2014 -15 2015-16, 2016-17)

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

16 17 3.1 Legal Entity Consortium of atleast 3 firms shall be allowed since solar energy is also a critical component of the project No Change.

17 17 3.1 - point 

1

The consortium shall not consist of more than two 

companies/ corporations and shall be formed under a duly 

stamped consortium agreement. (Attach Proof).In a 

consortium, one of the partners shall be designated as a 

"Lead Partner". The bidder or Lead partner of the 

consortium shall be an Information Technology and 

Communication Company/ Corporation.

We request to add “IT passive infrastructure / Data Center building company” in the clause as most of the portion of the 

project involves passive infrastructure.                         Reason: Most of the portion of the project is passive infrastructure 

hence request for the change.

No Change

18 17 3.1 - point 

3

Average annual turnover of bidder/ lead bidder should be 

at least Rs 50 Crore from IT/ ITes during the last three 

financial years (FY’s 2014 -15 2015-16, 2016-17)  

We request to add “ from IT passive infrastructure / Data Center building business” as most of the portion of the project 

involves passive infrastructure.                         Reason: Most of the portion of the project is passive infrastructure hence 

request for the change.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

19 17 3.1 (3) Average annual turnover of bidder/ lead bidder should be 

at least Rs 50 Crore from IT/ ITes during the last three 

financial years

In case of consortium, they are treated as one entity, and anyone of them could became lead bidder based of 

requirement of roles and mutual understanding, but this point is enforsing that only financially strong partnet can be lead 

bidder, which might not be best suited in all conditions. Apart from that as in consortium their composite streanth is 

counted so if jointely the tournover is 50cr should also be giveen same waitage as individual bidder having tournover of 

50cr

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

20 17 3.1.3 Turnover restricts the participation of IT firms only. 

Average annual turnover of bidder/ lead bidder should be 

at least Rs 50 Crore from IT/ ITes during the last three 

financial years (FY’s 2014 -15 2015-16, 2016-17). 

Our submission:-

 The escalation rate per year @ of  7 percent is being followed by CPWD and same may please be considered for 

upgradation of completion cost of past years. 

IT/ITes

Our submission:-

This tender is for CCTV Surveillance, therefore, we assume that CCTV System and AVIT Integration are covered under 

the IT/ITes and the same may kindly be confirmed.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.



S.No. RFP Page 
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21 17 3.QUALIFI

CATION/ 

ELIGIBILI

TY 

CRITERIA

3.1. A bidder participating in the procurement process shall 

possess the following minimum pre-qualification/ eligibility 

criteria.

There should be OEM Eligibility Criteria need to be mentioned along with Bidder Being a Critical Infrastructure Project 

Stakeholders should get quality Product & Services on time to meet the SLA.

No Change.

22 18 3(5) Technical Capability - 

The bidder/ lead bidder/ consortium partner must have 

commissioned at least one project of Wildlife Surveillance 

of value not less than INR 5 Crores  during last three 

financial years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission 

date) 

Or  

The bidder/ lead bidder/ consortium partner must have 

commissioned at least one project of Surveillance of value 

not less than INR 25 Crores  during last three financial 

years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date).  

However, in case of the project is ongoing on the date of 

bid submission, a status of the same shall be submitted. 

(issued from the client) 

Technical Capability - 

The bidder/ lead bidder/ consortium partner must have commissioned at least one project of Wildlife Surveillance/CCTV 

Surveillance of value not less than INR 5 Crores  during last three financial years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid 

submission date) 

Or  

The bidder/ lead bidder/ consortium partner must have commissioned/under implementation at least one project of 

Surveillance of value not less than INR 25 Crores  during last three financial years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid 

submission date).  However, in case of the project is ongoing on the date of bid submission, a status of the same shall 

be submitted. (issued from the client) 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

23 18 3.1 - point 

5

The bidder/ lead bidder/ consortium partner must have 

commissioned at least one project of Wildlife Surveillance 

of value not less than INR 5 Crores during last three 

financial years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission 

date)

Or

The bidder/ lead bidder/ consortium partner must have 

commissioned at least one project of Surveillance of value 

not less than INR 25 Crores during last three financial 

years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date).

However, in case of the project is ongoing on the date of 

bid submission, a status of the same shall be submitted. 

(issued from the client)

We request to change the time period of the wilde life surveillance project to "last five financial years"               OR                                                                                

request to change the value of project to number of cameras as follows :  "The bidder/ lead bidder/ consortium partner 

must have commissioned at least one project of Surveillance with minimum 200 cameras or total value of projects not 

less than INR 10 Crores during last three financial years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date).              

Reason: As there has been very few number of wildlife surveillance projects in India, we suggested instead of last 3 

years it should be 5 years.                              OR                                                        The major portion of the project "WS 

& APS "involves infrastructure like towers, Container data center and the cameras portion shall be around 10 to 15 % of 

the total project value. Morover for one forest the value of cameras shall be still lower hence,  we suggest the criteria 

should be based on number of cameras installed in a project or total value of surveillance projects in last 3 years. We 

feel the criterial value of 25 Crore for a surveillance project is very high for value of 50 Crore of total project (5 forests). 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

24 18 3.1.5 Page 18 Qualification / Eligibility Criteria Technical 

Capability - Clause No. 3.1.5 pertaining to value of project 

completed 

and 

Page No. 50 Clause No. 5.11 g) 2 & 3

The experience of past three years may not be a revealing factor because the pertinent project (equipment installed) may 

still be under OEM’s warranty period, and as such, bidders after sales support cannot be ascertained. We therefore 

suggest that projects executed in last 10 years may be viewed to ascertain  the quality and after sales support rendered 

to end users by bidder during post warranty period.

In the light of above, We submit that “Last three years” will  to insufficient period and therefore may be amended to “Last 

ten years”

Furthermore we submit that as explained  by us in the  opening para of this letter , the word wild life may  be reviewed,  

deleted and substituted with surveillance  in all clauses/sub clauses of this tender document.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

25 18 5 

Technical 

Capability. 

The bidder/ lead bidder/ consortium partner must have 

commissioned at least one project of Wildlife Surveillance 

of value not less than INR 5 Crores during last three 

financial years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission 

date) OR                                          The bidder/ lead 

bidder/ consortium partner must have commissioned at 

least one project of Surveillance of value not less than INR 

25 Crores during last three financial years from 2014-15 to 

2016-17 (till bid submission date). However, in case of the 

project is ongoing on the date of bid submission, a status 

of the same shall be submitted. (issued from the client)

The bidder/ lead bidder/ consortium partner must have commissioned at least one project of Wildlife Surveillance of 

value not less than INR 5 Crores during last three financial years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date) OR                                          

The bidder/ lead bidder/ consortium partner must have commissioned at least one project of Surveillance of value not 

less than INR 10 Crores during last three financial years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date). However, in 

case of the project is ongoing on the date of bid submission, a status of the same shall be submitted. (issued from the 

client)

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

26 19 7 Certifications-The bidder or lead bidder/ consortium partner 

must possess at the time of bidding, following valid 

certifications: -

a. CMM/CMMI Level 3 or higher

b. ISO 9001:2008

Modify-It is requested to remove or not to make it mandatory the requirements for CMM/CMMi Level 3 or Higher. 

Alternatively you can ask for ISO 27001. Therefore, it is requested to modify the clause to: " The bidder or lead bidder/ 

consortium partner must possess at the time of bidding atleast 2 of the following valid certifications: -

 1) ISO 9001:2008 2) CMM/CMMi Level 3 or Higher 3) ISO 27001

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

27 19 17 Certifications-The bidder or lead bidder/ consortium partner 

must possess at the time of bidding, following valid 

certifications: -

a. CMM/CMMI Level 3 or higher

b. ISO 9001:2008

The CMM/CMMI level 3 certification is required for developing custom software’s. 

Whereas this project entails OEM’s system integration and hardware components. We therefore submit that :

(i) OEM/bidder should be CMM/CMMI Level 3 or higher

(ii) Alternatively you may consider bidder should be CMM/CMMI  Level 3 OR ISO 9001:2008 compliant.

 Our submission:- Kindly review and amend.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.



S.No. RFP Page 

No.

RFP Rule 
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28 19  S.No 7 The bidder or lead bidder/ consortium partner must 

possess at the time of bidding, following valid 

certifications: -a. CMM/CMMI Level 3 or higher b. ISO 

9001:2008

ISO 27001 /2013 is also an information Security standard.Kindly consider any of these certification as Eligibilty criteria 

rather than restricting  for Specific CMM/CMMI .

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

29 19 3.1 - point 

7

The bidder or lead bidder/ consortium partner must 

possess at the time of bidding, following valid 

certifications: - a. CMM/CMMI Level 3 or higher  b. ISO 

9001:2008

The CMM / CMMI level 3 certification is meant for pure IT related work. This project involves passive infrastructure and 

is not pure IT project hence, request to remove this clause.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

30 19 3.1 (7) The bidder or lead bidder/ consortium partner must 

possess at the time of bidding, following valid 

certifications: -

a. CMM/CMMI Level 3 or higher

b. ISO 9001:2008

As CMM/CMMI is more relevent for Software Development process and this project is coposite in nature having various 

aspects other than software development. For such projects IMHO ISO is more aligned to the purpouse than CMM as 

CMM might irrelevently restrict capable bidders.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

31 19 3.1 (7) The bidder must possess at the time of bidding, a valid 

certificate from:

a. CMM/CMMI Level 3 or higher

b. ISO 9001:2008

We request you to Kindly amend this clause as

 The bidder must possess any one of the following certificate at the time of bidding, a valid certificate from:

a.ISO 9001:2008 or above

b.CMM/CMMI Level 3 or higher

c.ISO 27001

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

32 23 4.3 Supply and End to end Implementation/ commissioning of 

Infrastructure

By what standards the componenets and their specifications need to be compliant? How to decide a Yes/ No for 

Compliance in the Annexure 2. Mtr. stands for Metres?

No Change.

33 23 4.1.1.3. 

Other 

Miscellan

eous 

Compone

nts: 

Additional suggestion to add Interoperable communication 

Solution 

Department will have different communication devices like IP Phones, UHF/VHF or GSM which will work independently 

in their group, This solution should provide intercommunication between all this different mode of communication devices 

when ever required in case of emergencies like fire,  natural disaster etc.  This will help authorizes to communicate 

between different teams  to take decision faster in quick time to tackle the emergency situation.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

34 23 P 17 Suggest to add "Outdoor IP 55 box "to house solar inverter, batteries, etc. at the bottom of the tower                                

Reason: At the commencement of project, to smoothen out teehing practical problem may take little bit longer hence, 

suggested T + 120 days upto phase 2 and subsequent milestones at an interval of 45 days looking at the terrain.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

35 23 P 2 IP indoor camera suggest to change to " outdoor camera "                                                                                                                             

Reason: Since this camera shall be outdoor it would be better to install an outdoor camera

No Change.

36 23 P5 Page No. 23 Clause no. P5 - Radio Setup Direct LOS from the tower location to control room at some locations may need repeater to make the link functional. 

Please allow repeater link as per site feasibility

No Change

37 23 P5 Radio Setup Direct LOS from the tower location to control room may not be feasible so repeater shall be require to make the link 

feasible. Please allow repeater link as per feasibility.

No Change

38 23 We are suggesting to Interoperable communication Solution from day1. Solution should be open-standards-based for 

communications interoperability. Solution should  provide features  user to join PTT talk groups from IP Phones, any type 

of radio, iPhone, iPad, Android devices and laptops with client software. Operator or administrator should have interface 

to  including adding users to groups, creating new talk group or conference, making scanning Virtual Talk Groups, setting 

up broadcast groups right from their smart device.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

39 23 1.     The system shall provide Loop Prevention: As multiple dispatchers patch channels together, there is always the 

possibility of creating a channel loop that causes audio.

No Change.

40 23 2.     The system shall provide radio pooling to enable the system administrator to group dispatch radio assets together 

into logical radio pools. Dispatchers, when accessing specific radio channels, may select specific channels or talk 

groups. System shall then locate a radio asset and performs tone/serial control without user intervention.

No Change.
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41 23 3.     The system shall provide a web service API to integrate System with third party applications, such as Command 

and Control, Physical Security Information Management

No Change.

42 23 4.     The  System Dispatch Console shall provide rich media incident management support, giving dispatchers the ability 

to consolidate information relating to an incident and instantly share it among participants, enabling the sharing of 

multimedia data such as Video, Photos, website links etc. 

No Change.

43 23 5.     Proposed System should support  min  Number of radio channels 8, Number of IP Phone and PSTN/ GSM user 

100, Number of talk group/conferences 10,  Should handle simultaneous call (Dial port) 20. at every location.

No Change.

44 24 4.1.1.5. 

Integration 

The deployed W S&APS at each site would be integrated 

with district/ divisional and central control room wherever it 

is required

We are suggesting to "Control and Command Centre Software should" integrate infrastructure by managing multiple 

locations from day1. It should enable data collection and synthesis by translating south-facing device data signals into a 

user-friendly language compatible with north-facing application/solution providers that can be turned around to manage 

the devices on the ground level.  

No Change.

45 24 4.1.1.5. 

Integration 

The deployed W S&APS at each site would be integrated 

with district/ divisional and central control room wherever it 

is required

CCC software should below min specs- 

1. CCC Software should support Maps, Customized content builder, Open UI, Zoom-able interface, Direct control of 

camera/device from Single UI, Collaboration, Multi-display, Concurrent view of 50+ videos in one display at presentation 

layer. 

2. CCC Software should support Data Processing with Correlation, Dynamic Topology Generator, Reporting, Workflow, 

Interfaces to other system, Rules enginene, Alert / Threshold, Metric / Health and Data Analytics. 

3. Video Processing module should support for Pixel-On-Demand Technology, Adaptive Streaming, Video Analytics. 

Capable of using 1/4th of bandwidth specified in HD camera during video transmission without loss of quality. Should 

use dynamic channel coverage specifically for video stream function for efficient bandwidth usage for multiple Remote 

Control center . 

4. SOP should help the operator to take action for the incident and notify through SMS or E

‐

mail to the concerned person 

for taking immediate action

5. Software suppliers should be adaptable to the emerging needs of larger Internet of Things (IoT) solution for 

highways/smart city. Proposed software should have min one work order in India, where software is integrating with IOT 

software with min 5 use cases from Smart lighting, Parking, Wi-Fi, CCTV, Traffic, Environment, VMD.  

No Change.

46 25 4.3J “These equipment shall be compatible to use existing 

equipment of the department like Digital handsets/ GPS 

devices etc. and capable to send required data through the 

WS&APS network to local control room.” 

“These equipment shall be compatible to use existing equipment of the department like Digital handsets/ GPS devices 

etc. and capable to send required data through the WS&APS network to local control room.” 

Our Submission:- kindly provide the details of Make, Models, Quantity etc. for such equipment that are required to be 

integrated with ROIP.

No Change.

47 25 4.3J Approximate 40-60 handsets are to be supplied and 

integrated with WS&APS with respective API licenses at 

each wildlife sanctuary/ protected area where the solution 

is to be deployed. 

Our Submission :- As per extant rules the GOI is providing Radio Wireless License to the user department only. We 

therefore request to review and delink this requirement from this tender.

No Change.

48 25 J. The UAV system must be centrally controlled. The solution must seamlessly integrate with the surveillance being 

provided by the static cameras. The entire detection form the UAV must be layered on a single Operator Work station 

(OWS), with suitable Display software, features of which are indicated hereunder. The UAV must  be deployable on 

specific requirement of the Forest control centre, either autonomously on specific alert or for periodic surveillance of all 

assigned areas, with a configurable re-visit time  at each point. The Video stream from the UAV must be superimposed 

on the same work station (OWS), as the forest display system OWS (GIS) showing static data of assets (Intercept 

vehicles) and resources (Guards).  

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

49 25 J. In case the UAV based surveillance operations are to be conducted from a  mobile command vehicle, the vehicle must 

have capability  of self contained and integrated operations, i.e, Surveillance, alert generation, activation of resources, 

UAV launch and recovery, simultaneous communications with the Forest Control Centre and the UAV, as well as forest 

officials and operatives. 

No Change.
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50 25 J. For effective and dynamic UAV operations the following modules and functionalities are expected to reside on the 

Operator work station

1) Mission Planning Software : The Major functionalities involve in mission planning are 

• Creating  flight path, using way points

• Generating alert while creating flight plan as if total flight time exceeds UAV max fly time and Fuel limitations. (from 

UAV Performance Parameters )

• Allocation of flight plan no. while executing a mission 

• Maintain UAV ID Vs Flight plan number  If UAV is asked to be launched

• Convert Path Plan with all parameters into UAV compatible format

• Provision to create Height ban zones for a waypoint or leg in creating Flight plan

• Define height to climb, height to cruise for each leg

• Transfer of Flight Plans to the UAV GCS using standard protocols (eg NATO) 

2) Mission Monitoring : The Major functionalities involve in mission monitoring are 

• Display mission flight plan against GIS map 

• Plot UAV Position in real time

• For processing, form legs from the Waypoints in flight plan

• Compute and update to display

o current leg/ waypoint, time left in leg, distance left in leg, current heading

• Correcting Deviations

o Height

o Heading

o Speed

• Initiate Mission Control autonomously for sending commands to GCS 

3) Mission Control : The Major functionalities involved in mission control are 

• Due to Operational requirement, any real time modifications must be implemented to the flight plan by mission control

• Creating new path,

o If battery does not permits,  generate alerts

• Creating new waypoints, flight path in real time.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

51 26 4.4 Point 

b

Data Processing and Analysis Unit: This is the core of the 

application, it includes the Core Engine. The engine 

comprises of the core image processing algorithms, 

poaching preventions logic algorithms complemented with 

additional Fault Diagnostic Engine. 

Image Processing & Facial Recognition for animal species, particularly mammals, unlike Facial Recognitionn for 

humans; requires specific image processing algorithms like CNN / RNN with expertise in model training for such 

detection.

It is suggested that system Integrators & OEMs respond to the RFP with specific methodology of conducting Image 

Processing and provide evidence of expertise undertaken in research programs globally for wildlife.

It is suggested that bidders are made aware through the RFP that the DoIT has licenses of SAS as Advanced Analytics 

Platform, which must be leveraged

It is also suggested that System Integrators or jointly bidding OEMs submit details of two similar wildlife conservation 

analytics projects undertaken globally particularly with Research Institutions / Conservancies / Forest Department / 

Environment Ministry.                                                                      Specification to be modified in 4.1.1.4 Point b:

Data Processing and Analysis Unit: This is the core of the application, it includes the Core Engine. The engine must 

comprise of core image processing algorithms provided by analytics OEMs with experience in wildlife surveillance 

analytics

Technical specification to be added in Annexure-2-Technical Specification:

The bidder shall use Machine Learning based OEM technologies that use trained facial recognition models like CNN / 

RNN.

The bidder must only use Data Sciences Platforms that are listed as leaders in the Gartner vs Forester evaluation of 

Data Sciences, Predictive Analytics and Machine Learning Platforms, 2017 Q1.

The bidder must use the existing licensed technologies available with the department and provide additional licenses of 

required technologies to integrate with the platform, where required.

The bidder or OEM must provide evidence of expertise undertaken in Wildlife Surveillance using Advanced Analytics & 

by way of participation in at least one research program either in India or abroad.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

52 26 4.4 Point 

b

Data Processing and Analysis Unit: This is the core of the 

application, it includes the Core Engine. The engine 

comprises of the core image processing algorithms, 

poaching preventions logic algorithms complemented with 

additional Fault Diagnostic Engine. 

Poaching preventions logic algorithms require alternative methods to be deployed ranging from beat re-calibration, 

variance based inactivity detection, processing unstructured content from web / social media etc.

It is suggested that System Integrators or jointly bidding OEMs specify in their technical responses analytical approaches 

that will be used to develop these logic algorithms, particularly use of deep learning / machine learning capabilities.                                                                                      

Specification to be modified in 4.1.1.4 Point b:

Data Processing and Analysis Unit: This is the core of the application, it includes the Core Engine. The engine must 

comprise of core image processing algorithms provided by analytics OEMs with experience in wildlife surveillance 

analytics. Wildlife Surveillance Analytics shall also comprise of poaching prevention algorithms like Critical Path 

Optimization for forest patrols, anomaly detection in wildlife movement etc that uses advanced analytics techniques 

available or to be procured from our existing OEMs                                                               

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.
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53 27 4.1.1.4 Crowd Pooling & Social Media Platforms offer an alternative media to increase information flow through imagery / 

videos. Some research projects have shown that active participation of citizens not only improves the efficiency of 

wildlife conservation initiatives of the government, but also ensures stronger citizen - state collaboration in wildlife 

management.

It is suggested that an interactive WSP&APS App be designed & released for Wildlife Enthusiasts, hobbyists & 

photographers;  where they contribute images captured during tourism activity to increase available surveillance footage, 

otherwise restricted by the infrastructure deployed.    Specification to be added in 4.1.1.4:

WS&APS App : A Wildlife Mobile App for enthusiasts, hobbyists and photographers to provide photographs, videos with 

tagged species, identified individual and location to increase information for surveillance activity & collaborate with the 

State Goverment & Forest Department on their opinions / views. The App must be an interactive app to rapidly attract 

large social media groups to assist or contribute through image capture and serve as a medium to train facial detection, 

recognition models using machine learning

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

54 27 4.1.1.4 

Point d

Unified Reporting Engine: Constitutes the reporting part of 

the WS&APS Engine. These are dynamic reports that can 

be viewed on the mobile as well. The system shall 

generate high level graphical reports/ information which 

can be integrated with the GIS utilities developed by Govt. 

of Rajasthan for various stakeholders. 

A Reporting Engine must have exploratory feature capabilities using statistical exploration as a medium to analyze 

hypothesis in order to analyze data to decide on potential issues related to wildlife.

It is suggested that System Integrators or jointly bidding OEMs specify in their technical responses data exploration 

techniques that will be made available as a feature set.                             Specification to be modified in 4.1.1.4 Point 

d:

Unified Reporting Engine: Constitutes the reporting part of the WS&APS Engine. These are dynamic reports that can be 

viewed on the mobile as well. The system shall generate high level graphical reports/ information which can be 

integrated with the GIS utilities developed by Govt. of Rajasthan for various stakeholders. The OEM must leverage 

existing data discovery & visualization platforms licenses available with DoIT for this purpose.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

55 27 4.1.1.4 

Point e

Live Surveillance data: The system should continuously 

provide the live feed of the selected stations of the 

Surveillance Board in the homepage of the application; 

each of the cameras can remotely be controlled from the 

browser. This shall be developed for effectively use against 

poaching and trespassers tracking. This feature shall be 

integrated with the Alert Generating Feature hence both 

can jointly be used to track based on the data and severity.

Live Surveillance data needs to be periodically processed using algorithms for detection and alerting based on data & 

severity

It is suggested that System Integrators or jointly bidding OEMs specify in their technical responses under what conditions 

will severity be categorized to merit alert generation at different categories, particularly SOS alerts

No Change.

56 27 4.1.1.4 

Point f

Multi-Level Alert System: Data analysis of the live feed and 

the images taken from different points shall be done 

continuously through scanning registered activities such as 

● Human Interference 

● Cattle Trafficking 

● Accidents, Vehicle detection and tracking 

Anything suspicious shall be alerted and notified there on. 

Alerting systems must have the ability to create a case and build an effective case management framework around 

investigations, which can then be used to improve algorithms and detection techniques, beyond video / image based 

monitoring

It is suggested that System Integrators or jointly bidding OEMs specify in their technical responses how will case 

management framework be deployed for effective monitoring from alert to investigation

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

57 28 4.5 Integration of commissioned solution with existing / 

upcoming third party applications/ systems/ solutions:

Suggestion-

Looking towards the complexity of the requirement, we recommend that  please add following  application features -

The WS&APS application should have inbuilt capability for the High-level dashboard

• Incident Tracking

• Thematic Mapping over GIS

• Key Performance Indicator (KPI)

• Key Information Regarding Event or Incidents

No Change.

58 28 4.5. Integration of commissioned solution with existing / 

upcoming third party applications/ systems/ solutions:

Suggestion-

Looking towards the complexity of the requirement, we recommend that  please add following  application features -

• Convergence of multiple feeds of Sensors as Common Operating Picture

• Command and Control Center Platform

• Intelligent Dispatch Center

• Intelligent Operator Console

• Incident planning, response to incident and correlation 

• Enterprise Services Bus for Integration

• Forest Terrain Mapping based on Sector over GIS 

• Correlation Engine 

No Change.

59 28 4.5. Integration of commissioned solution with existing / 

upcoming third party applications/ systems/ solutions:

Suggestion-

Looking towards the complexity of the requirement, we recommend that  please add following  application features -

The application should have inbuilt capability for the Decision support

The Operator can change the Task in run time

The Operator can change the workflow in run time

The Field Crew can update the data in off line mode also

No Change.
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60 29 4.5 Integration of commissioned solution with existing / 

upcoming third party applications/ systems/ solutions:

g. The complete application shall be developed 

considering integration possibilities with the following third 

party applications/ systems in DOIT&C/ RISL:

State of Rajasthan.

Government of Rajasthan

Suggestion-

Looking towards the complexity of the requirement, we recommend that  please add following  application features -

The application should also support the other third part integration Under  g. The complete application shall be 

developed considering integration possibilities with the following third party applications/ systems in DOIT&C/ RISL:

Such As-

RADAR

UAV/Drone

Environmental Sensors etc.

No Change.

61 31 E. 

Departme

nt/Vendor 

Managem

ent 

Services 

Additional suggestion OEM’s Professional Services OEM shall be responsible for rolling-out turn-key project under the scope.OEM responsible to plan, design and program 

manage the complete Implementation for initial period (6 months). The OEM shall be responsible for the following: 

Project Management for complete implementation phase

(1) Low Level Design Development

(2) Solution Implementation Plan Development

(3) System Acceptance Test Plan Development

(4) Implementation of Core Setup

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

62 31 Additional suggestion We are requesting to add add Proof of Concept for Interoperable communication Solution , video analytics and proposed 

control command center solution. 

No Change.

63 32 4.8. 

Operation 

& 

Maintenan

ce (O&M)/ 

Facility 

Managem

ent 

Services 

(FMS) for 

Five 

years:

The selected Bidder has to provide Facility Management 

Services for all the items supplied by the bidder, existing 

items and items to be purchased for the project by 

Department of Forest/ DOIT&C for a period of Five years.

Please Brief About Existing items For Which Successful Bidder need to provide Facility Management Services . No Change.

64 32 f The SI shall ensure availability of 24x7x365 video 

feed/signals from all cameras and sensors during the 

complete project period. In case of any 

camera/sensor/pole etc.(Items under 

warranty/maintenance of SI) being non-functional or 

irreparable, SI shall ensure repair /replacement of the 

equipment as per SLA at no cost to tendering authority.

Suggestion-

The SI shall ensure availability of 24x7x365 video feed/signals from all cameras and sensors during the complete project 

period. 

As in WS&APS, video recording is required. It is recommended that the Video Management System Should support the 

OnVif Profile "S"

No Change.

65 33 B. 

Corrective 

Maintenan

ce 

Services

e. The maintenance support for equipments shall include 

all passive components including, screws, clamp, 

fasteners, ties anchors, supports, ground strips, wires, 

gears, spares, power-cables, network cables, connecters/ 

sockets etc.

No Query.

66 36               

4.8 H

 Onsite Manpower Deployment: In wildlife manpower deployment, what safety aspects have been considered and in case of any casualty who will be 

responsible?

No Change.

67 36 4.8H This is catered on Page No. 36 Clause No. 4.8 H and also 

on Page No. 159 

There is a variance and the same may please be reviewed and clarified. Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

68 41 4.1 Time lines : Phase 1 & Phase 2 timelines: T + 90 days suggest to change to " Phase 1 & Phase 2 timelines: T + 120 days " Subsequent milestones suggest to keep at an 

interval of 45 days instead of 30 days.                                                                                                             Reason: Most 

of the portion of the project is passive infrastructure hence request for the change.

No Change.

69 41 4.(10) Project Deliverables, Milestones & Time Schedule The milestones of Phase 3, Phase 4 and Phase 5 are same and deliverables table seem confusing (what are the 

deliverables in Phase 4 and Phase 5). Also, if Phase 3, 4 & 5 are same, then what the differences in their timeline 

signify? Also, Phase 3, 4,5 of JLCR; 4, 5 of JNP and Phase 5 of RTR - No timelines are shown.

No Change.
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70 41 4.10. 

Project 

Deliverabl

es, 

Milestone

Delivery Timelines for different Phases It is requested to change the delviery timelines for different Phases as below: Phase 1 & Phase 2 - T+120 Days Phase 3: 

T+180 Days Phas 4: T+ 240 & Phase 5: T+300 Days

No Change.

71 45 5.4 Period of Validity of Bids In case a selected bidder refuses the request for extension, will the withdrawal of bid will be for the extended period or 

the ongoing bid will be withdrew even just months before the expiry of the bid period? In such case, what will happen to 

the money already sanctioned?

No Change.

72 50 3  Experience in commissioning or currently handling atleast 

one ongoing project of any surveillance of value not less 

than INR 25 Crores  during last three financial years from 

2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date) 

(Commissioning shall be completed/ O&M is in ongoing 

stage on or before the bid submission last date).

Rs. 25 Cr. to Rs. 75 Cr.     -   5 Marks

Rs. 75 Cr. to Rs. 100 Cr.  - 10  Marks

More than Rs. 100 Cr.  - 15 Marks

 Experience in commissioning or currently handling atleast one ongoing project of any surveillance of value not less than 

INR 25 Crores  during last three financial years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date) However, in case of 

the project is ongoing on the date of bid submission, a status of the same shall be submitted. (issued from the client) 

Rs. 25 Cr. to Rs. 50 Cr.     -   5 Marks

Rs. 50 Cr. to Rs. 75 Cr.  - 10  Marks

More than Rs. 75 Cr.  - 15 Marks

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

73 50 5.11 Page No. 50 Clause No. 5.11 g) regarding Evaluation of 

Technical Bids and sub clause no. 2 pertaining to 

Experience in value of completed projects and ongoing 

project: -

We submit that it is likely, any intending bidder may have won the project by becoming L 1 and the project be under 

execution therefore, the bidders performance can only be evaluated post completion and acceptance by users. We 

therefore request to review and replace the word “Ongoing” to “Completed” 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

74 50 5.11 - 

point g - 

sr. no. 1

Average annual turnover from IT/ITes/Telecom/ Electronic 

business during the last three financial years (FY’s 2013-

14, 201415, 2015-16)

We request to add “ from IT passive infrastructure / Data Center building business” as most of the portion of the project 

involves passive infrastructure.                         Reason: As there has been very few number of wildlife surveillance 

projects in India, we suggested instead of last 3 years it should be 5 years.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

75 50 5.11 - 

point g - 

sr. no. 2

Experience in commissioning and / or currently handling 

atleast one ongoing project of Wildlife Surveillance of 

value not less than INR 5 Crores during last three financial 

years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date) 

(Commissioning shall be completed/ O&M is in ongoing 

stage on or before the bid submission last date).

We request to change the time period of the wilde life surveillance project to "last five financial years"                     

Reason: The major portion of the project "WS & APS "involves infrastructure like towers, Container data center and the 

cameras portion shall be around 10 to 15 % of the total project value. Morover for one forest the value of cameras shall 

be still lower hence,  we suggest the criteria should be based on number of cameras installed in a project or total value 

of surveillance projects in last 3 years. We feel the criterial value of 25 Crore for a surveillance project is very high for 

value of 50 Crore of total project (5 forests). 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

76 50 5.11 - 

point g - 

sr. no. 3

Experience in commissioning or currently handling atleast 

one ongoing project of any surveillance of value not less 

than INR 25 Crores  during last three financial years from 

2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date) 

(Commissioning shall be completed/ O&M is in ongoing 

stage on or before the bid submission last date). 

We request to consider on-going projects as well            and                                                                               request to 

change the value of project to number of cameras as follows : " Experience in commissioning or currently handling of 

ongoing projects of any surveillance of total value not less than INR 10 Crores  during last three financial years from 

2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date) (Commissioning shall be completed/ O&M is in ongoing stage on or before 

the bid submission last date).'

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

77 50 5.11 (G) 2 Experience in commissioning and / or currently handling 

atleast one ongoing project of Wildlife Surveillance of 

value not less than INR 5 Crores during last three financial 

years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date) 

(Commissioning shall be completed/ O&M is in ongoing 

stage on or before the bid submission last date).

As this point says about experience then total relevent work experience should be counted  (Not only from last 3 

Financial Years). It is also not clear if projects which are completed before given timelines (3 Financial Years) but O&M 

for thee same falls in last 3 FYs, will that be counted towards experience or not. 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

78 50 g) After 

prima 

facie 

evaluation 

of 

technical 

bids, all 

responsiv

e bidders 

shall be 

assessed 

through 

following 

scoring 

mechanis

Experience in commissioning and / or currently handling 

atleast one ongoing project of Wildlife Surveillance of 

value not less than INR 5 Crores during last three financial 

years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date) 

(Commissioning shall be completed/ O&M is in ongoing 

stage on or before the bid submission last date).

We request you to Kindly amend this clause as 

Experience in commissioning and / or currently handling atleast one ongoing project of Wildlife / City Surveillance of 

value not less than INR 5 Crores during last three financial years from 2014-15 to 2016-17 (till bid submission date) 

(Commissioning shall be completed/ O&M is in ongoing stage on or before the bid submission last date).

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

79 51 5.12 Selection method-b) The L1 bidder shall be awarded work 

order for RTR, STR and JNP.

c) The L2 bidder shall be asked to match the L1 rates for 

execution of the remaining 2 i.e. MHTR and JLCR:

Modify-Kindly do not split order qty between L1 and L2 , It should be awarded to only one Bidder who will be L1 in 

Lowest financially evaluated and technically responsive bidder.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.
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80 51 5.12. 

Selection 

Method:

The selection method is lowest evaluated technically 

responsive bid based on NPV defined in the RFP.

a) Lowest financially evaluated and technically responsive 

bidder shall be considered as L1 bidder

b) The L1 bidder shall be awarded work order for RTR, 

STR and JNP

c) The L2 bidder shall be asked to match the L1 rates for 

case, L2 bidder unable to match the L1 rates then the 

In case, no bidder matches the L1 rate, then L1 bidder 

shall have to execute the entire Project.

We request you to award full scope of work for all the locations (RTR, STR, JNP, MHTR and JLCR) to the  L1 bidder 

only. It will help in smooth integration across all the locations. . It will also help in maintaining it for next 5 years as all the 

responsibilities will belong to single System Integrator

No Change.

81 53 5.15 Evaluation & Tabulation of Financial Bids Considering the complexity involved and variance in quality also expected from bidders, we suggest a QCBS method of 

selection may be considered. This would give bidders to evaluate and present their solution in a more comprehensive 

manner 

No Change.

82 53 Last Date of submission Considering the effort required and expecting international bidders expected to participate, the date of submission may 

be extended at least by 15 more days. 

No Change.

83 54 5.15. 

Evaluation 

& 

Tabulation 

of 

Financial 

Bids

f) the evaluation shall include all costs and all taxes and 

duties applicable to the bidder as per law of the Central/ 

State Government/ Local Authorities, and the evaluation 

criteria specified in the bidding documents shall only be 

applied.

Kindly note both the clause are contradictory However we understand that the price evaluation shall be  excluding RVAT. 

Kindly Confirm.

No Change.

84 55 5.17. 

Comparis

on of rates 

of firms 

outside 

and those 

in 

Rajasthan

While tabulating the financial Bids of those firms which are 

not entitled to price preference, the element of Rajasthan 

Value Added Tax (RVAT) shall be excluded from the rates 

quoted by the firms of Rajasthan and the element of 

Central Sales Tax (CST) shall be included in the rates of 

firms from outside Rajasthan for financial bid evaluation 

purpose.

Kindly note both the clause are contradictory However we understand that the price evaluation shall be  excluding RVAT. 

Kindly Confirm.

No Change.

85 59 5.25 Procurement Security Performance security furnished in the form specified in clause [b.] to [e.] of (c)above -- There are clauses till [d], there's 

no [e]

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

86 70 6.5. 

Eligible 

Goods 

and 

Related 

Services

Also, the bidder is to quote/ propose only one make/ model 

against the respective item.

Since as System Integrator, We are responsible to meet the technical specification and SLA levels for the entire 

technical Solution. In this regard we understand that we shall propose  multiple makes which are technically equivalent  

and would meet RFP requirements. 

This will help the SI to offer a very competitive price to the customer by taking aggressive risks on their costs, which will 

totally benefit the customer. If only one make is insisted the vendor does not support the Si in times and therefore the 

costs go up considerably. 

For your Kind information, in almost all of the government contracts there is a list of Compendium of Suppliers approved 

for each of their item required for the Project. This list is made part of the contract.

During execution of the contract, the SI/Contractor shall have to supply materials of makes/vendors who are in that list 

only. Hence we request  you to kindly accept the same.

No Change.

87 71 6.9 (d) "The successful/ selected bidder shall provide all 

assistance, except transportation, in shifting of the 

equipment."

Over which period would this be applicable? Period of contract? Is there any maximum limit in the number of shiftings? 

Does this come under clause 6.33

No Change.
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88 72 6.14. 

Taxes & 

Duties

a) The TDS, Raj-VAT, Service Tax etc., if applicable, shall 

be deducted at source/ paid by RISL as per prevailing 

rates.

b) For goods supplied from outside India, the successful/ 

selected bidder shall be entirely responsible for all taxes, 

stamp duties, license fees, and other such levies imposed 

outside the country.

c) For goods supplied from within India, the successful/ 

selected bidder shall be entirely responsible for all taxes, 

duties, license fees, etc., incurred until delivery of the 

contracted Goods to the Purchaser.

d) If any tax exemptions, reductions, allowances or 

privileges may be available to the successful/ selected 

bidder in India, the Purchaser shall use its best efforts to 

enable the successful/ selected bidder to benefit from any 

such tax savings to the maximum allowable extent.

Please clarify the following: 

1) Whether any exemption or concession in taxes and duties are applicable for this project, since this is intended for 

Project. If so, please let us know relevant notification. 

2) Please specify that taxes and duties forms part of Bid price are to be reimbursed at actual. 

3) Please confirm any CENVAT benefit is applicable for this project. 

4) Please confirm, that entry tax and octrai shall be included in Bid price.

5).Kindly confirm that GoR shall provide 'C form'.

6). It is understood that existing taxes & duties are to be considered in the bid price and statutory variation due to  

introduction of new taxes & duties  implementation of GST is payable to SI by the GoR.

No Change.

89 77 6.25 "In case, test results showing that supplies are not upto the 

prescribed standards or specifications, the testing charges 

shall be payable by the selected bidder."

Is there any upper limit on the testing charges? No Change.

90 77 6.26 (b) "suitable amount" Are there any standards for determining this amount? Is the maximum the price of the good? No Change.

91 77 6.26 (d) "The manpower deputed by the supplier shall be reviewed 

by the purchaser in terms of its qualification, experience, 

efficiency, cooperation, discipline and performance and 

services. The purchaser, upon finding any deficiency in any 

of the parameter, may reject any of the manpower"

Are there any prescribed requirements for the parameters of manpower? No Change.

92 77 6.27. 

Extension 

in Delivery 

Period 

and 

Liquidated 

Damages 

(LD)

*The percentage refers to the payment due for the 

associated works/ goods/ service.

We understand that Liquidated damage % will be only applicable on payment due for the incomplete delivery of works/ 

good / services due from the respective milestone date.

No Change.

93 78 6.27 (c) iii "When delay has occurred due to delay in supply of 

drawings" "supply of materials etc"

What about delays in obtaining permits as in 6.11 (a)? No Change.

94 80 6.29 (e) "adequate and timely availability" What are the prescribed norms for "timely"? No Change.

95 82 6.32. 

Force 

Majeure

For purposes of this Clause, “Force Majeure” means an 

event or situation beyond the control of the supplier/ 

selected bidder that is not foreseeable, is unavoidable, and 

its origin is not due to negligence or lack of care on the part 

of the supplier/ selected bidder. Such events may include, 

but not be limited to, acts of the Purchaser in its sovereign 

capacity, wars or revolutions, fires, floods, epidemics, due 

to rains at identified locations, quarantine restrictions, and 

freight embargoes.

Kindly amend this clause as For purposes of this Clause, “Force Majeure” means an event or situation beyond the 

control of the supplier/ selected bidder that is not foreseeable, is unavoidable, and its origin is not due to negligence or 

lack of care on the part of the supplier/ selected bidder. Such events may include, but not be limited to, acts of the 

Purchaser in its sovereign capacity, wars or revolutions, fires, floods,rain,Strikes,lock out epidemics, quarantine 

restrictions, and freight embargoes.

No Change.

96 83 6.33 (c) "prevailing rates charged to other parties" How may this be adjusted for cost factors such as geographical location etc? No Change.

97 87 6.35 (g) vi "shall be presented by the selected bidder to and approved 

by RISL or its nominated agencies."

What happens in the event of non-approval? No Change.

98 89 8.1 Payment terms and schedule Please refer attached sheet "Suggested Payment Schedule".   Reason: Would like to bring to your notice that, the project 

is unique and the equipments like high-end cameras (thermal), wirless devices need to be imported for which upfront 

payment has to be done. hence, request for advance payment. Secondly, all material has to be delivered 100% in one go 

and can not be done in phased manner else it shall increase freight cost. 10% can be against installation on pro-rata 

basis. Keeping 30% of capex for 5 years shall be fiancial burden as the investment for capex would have been already 

done and the 5 years to recover money shall be huge financial cost.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.
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99 89 8. 

SPECIAL 

TERMS 

AND 

CONDITI

ONS OF 

TENDER 

& 

CONTRA

CT

8.1. Payment Terms and Schedule

Supply and installation (Includes Phase 1, Phase 2 ,Phase 

3, Phase 4 ,Phase 5)-70 % of Capex  

O&M Phase-100 % of Opex + Remaining 30% CAPEX will 

be equally spread over 5 years payable quarterly. 

Note: Opex will be paid quarterly after making adjustments 

for penalties as per SLA/Performance

We request you to Kindly amend this clause as 

8.1. Payment Terms and Schedule

Supply and installation (Includes Phase 1, Phase 2 ,Phase 3, Phase 4 ,Phase 5)-100 % of Capex 

O&M Phase-100 % of Opex will be equally spread over 5 years payable quarterly. 

Note: Opex will be paid quarterly after making adjustments for penalties as per SLA/Performance

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

100 89 8.1. 

Payment 

Terms 

and 

Schedule

Payment terms as mentioned in 8.1. Payment Terms and 

Schedule

80% Payment against delivery, 10% after commissioning and remaining 10% after acceptance Test Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

101 98 B - C 1 Modular Containerised data center Please change to "Modular containerised data center factory fitted and factory tested with control room, UPS, A/Cs, 

cabling, lights, etc."                                                                                                             Reason: This will give more 

clarity, as all the components in the containerised data center are part of it including control room and should be tested 

as a complete package at factory prior to installation at site because, achieving the same testing parameters at site shall 

be not possible (like testing at ambient 50 deg celcius). This shall ensure it's satisfactory working at site.                                                                                     

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

102 100 1.11 Pan Angle/Speed- Continuous 360°; 0.1° to 60°/sec The Standard Pan Speed for Thermal Network Tribrid PTZ is Pan: 0° ~ 360° endless, Manual Control Speed of Pan: 

0.01° ~12° /s; Preset Speed of Pan: 0.01° ~12° /s is the Standard one. The Pan Speed which is required is for Normal 

PTZ Cameras and not available in Thermal Cameras. So requested to ammned the same.

No Change.

103 100 1.11 Pan Angle/Speed-  Continuous  360°; 0.1° to 60°/sec Pan Angle/Speed-  Continuous  360°; 0.1° to 30°/sec

justification: Considering the updated specs of larger lens modules and further zoom distances and size of the FOV in 

general, the suggested PAN speed range is optimal.

No Change.

104 100 1.12 Tilt Angle/Speed- +90° to -90°; 0.1° to 30°/sec The Standard Tilt range for Thermal Network Tribrid PTZ is ilt: -60° ~ 60° optional, Manual Control Speed of Tilt: 0.01° 

~8° /s and Preset Speed of Tilt: 0.01° ~8° /s is the Standard one. The Tilt which is required is for Normal PTZ Cameras 

and not available in Thermal Cameras. So requested to ammned the same.

No Change.

105 100 1.12 Tilt Angle/Speed-  +90° to -90°; 0.1° to 30°/sec Tilt Angle/Speed-  +40° to -45°; 0.1° to 15°/sec

Suggestion: The Given tilt range is appropriate for the weight of the product and its surveillance range. +90 to -90 is 

typically found in economic T-shaped PTZs which have smaller lens modules and have much lesser weight.

No Change.

106 100

1.12 Tilt Angle/Speed-  +90° to -90°; 0.1° to 30°/sec

Request you to ammend Tilt Angle to  +40° to -90°, these thermal camera with higher distance convering capability have 

robot like positioner type structure which reduces the tilt angle, thus request you to ammend the same. These High 

distance convering camera are not normal PTZ dome type camera, they are installed at high height where the products 

structure should be such that it is stabilized against wind pressures. Due to structure mechanism, the tilt angle 

decreases, thus request you to modify. The requirement in the tender is brand specific. To keep fair competition between 

major brands, request you to ammend Tilt Angle to  +40° to -90°

No Change.

107 100 1.13 Operating temperature for both thermal & clear Vision- -

40°C / +60°C (-40°F/+140°F)

The Standard Operating Temperature should be -40°C ~ +70°C as -40°C hardly temperature reaches to that level for 

India enviroment in forest areas, but the temp of 70°C is necessary has its an open area and heat and humid temp. can 

reach to that level. So requested to ammned the same to -40°C ~ +70°C

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

108 100 1.14 Power supply- 21-30 VAC / 21-30 VDC The Standrad power supply for the PTZ cameras is AC100V~AC300V/DC24V. So requested to amnend the same. Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

109 100 1.5 Effective Resolution- Thermal Camera video resolution to 

atleast 640 ×480 or better effective to 307,200 pixels or 

better rendering  more clarity

Effective Resolution- Thermal Camera video resolution to atleast 640 ×512 or better effective to 327,680 pixels or better 

rendering  more clarity. Justification: More effective pixels mean more potential for the image to be of better quality, 

better pixels per meter depth.

No Change.

110 100 1.5 Effective Resolution- Thermal Camera video resolution to 

atleast 640 ×480 or better effective to 307,200 pixels or 

better rendering more clarity

Please clarify the max. bandwidth consumption of camera Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

111 100 1.6 Focal Length- 100 mm PTZ cameras with Varifocal camera lenses allows to adjust the focus from 30~150mm or better. A fixed lens doesn’t let 

you adjust the focal length, angle of view, and level of zoom where as its possible by VF lens. By increasing the focal 

length, we get a much better image of the object/license plate. So recomended to as for VF lens from 30 ~150mm as it 

has to be installed in Wildlife areas we can have a better image clarity.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

112 100 1.6 Focal Length- 100 mm Focal Length- Zoom varifocal 21~105mm. 

Justification: to harmonise with the variable FOV requested in next line

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

113 100 1.7 Field of View- At least 24° to 6° The Standard angle of view for the PTZ with VF lens is 20.6°* 15.5 ° ~4.2°*3.1 °. So requested to ammend the same with 

more wide angle clarity.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

114 100 1.7 Field of View-   At least   24° to 6° Field of View-   At least   18° to 3.4°

Justification: Narrower angles imply further distances, Considering the height and coverage radius the given horizontal 

FOV would be most appropriate for getting better pixels per meter at target distances for detection and identification.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.
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115 100
1.7 Field of View-   At least   24° to 6° Field of view corresponding to 100mm lens is 6.2° × 4.9°, thus request to ammend the same. 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

116 100 1.8 Zoom- 4× E-zoom Electronic Zoom and Focus, 

Justification: Required for dynamic enviorments such as forests

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

117 100 1.9 Spectral Range-  7.5 to 13.5 μm or 8 to 14 μm Spectral Range-  7.5 to 13.5 μm or 8 to 14 μm, 50mk NETD. 50mk NETD is a necessary specifaction to have control 

over the quality of the sensor and camera

No Change.

118 101 1.6 Focal Length- 100 mm For given FOV the lens should be very focal and should be 26 to 105 mm Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

119 101 2.3 Sensor Type- Full HD 1080p 1/2.8” CMOS Image Sensor Sixe with 1/1.9" CMOS can give a better clarity and more wide angle view as compared to 1/2.8" CMOS. 

As in wildlife areas the requirement is more for wide angle with better clarity and have a keep watch on animals. SO 

requested to ammned the same. 

No Change.

120 101 2.4 Lens Field of View- 57.8° (h) to 1.7° (h) The Angle of the PTZ Cameras should be wide as it’s a for wildlife surveillance so the wide abgle is required. So 

requested to ammned the same.H: 28.8° ~ 0.5°

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

121 101 2.5 Lens Focal Length- 3.4 mm to 122.4 mm The Focal Length required is for normal surveillance for Wilde Life we require PTZ with max optical zoom as we don’t 

have theline os sight to be clear. So PTZ with max zoom can provide a better clarity and zooming facility to indenttify or 

recognize the animals. We can have a close watch if any incident occurs with max zoom available in PTZ cameras. So 

requested to ammned the same to 62x optical zoom with focal length of 12.5~775mm  for better image and zooming 

clarity for longer distance.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

122 101

2.5 Lens Focal Length-  3.4 mm to 122.4 mm

Since the thermal lens is capable of capturing object at high distance, the visible lens should also have high distance 

capability, thus suggest to change the higher limit of the visible lens focal length should not be less than 250mm. 

Accordingly cnsidering 36x zoom lens, the lower range of focal length should be 6.9mm

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

123 101 2.6 Zoom (With Remote Zoom Capability) - 36× Usually upto 30x zoom is possible on HD cams Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

124 101 2.6 Zoom (With Remote Zoom Capability) - 36× Optical zoom, 

12× E-zoom

The Focal Length required is for normal surveillance for Wilde Life we require PTZ with max optical zoom as we don’t 

have theline os sight to be clear. So PTZ with max zoom can provide a better clarity and zooming facility to indenttify or 

recognize the animals. We can have a close watch if any incident occurs with max zoom available in PTZ cameras. So 

requested to ammned the same to 62x optical zoom with focal length of 12.5~775mm  for better image and zooming 

clarity for longer distance.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

125 101

2.6 To be added

CE/EN standard certificates,declares that the product complies with the essential requirements of the relevant health, 

safety and environmental protection legislation whereas UL is globally accepted standard which defines the safety of the 

product.

Thus request you to add the clause that the device should be   UL,CE/EN,FCC certified

No Change.

126 101 2.7 Sensor Type Full HD 1080p Please clarify the max. bandwidth consumption of camera No Change.

127 101 4 Video Compression:

MJPEG format compression

JPEG for still images

H.265, is a video compression standard designed to substantially improve coding efficiency when compared to its 

precedent, the Advanced Video Coding (AVC), or H.264. With an increasing growth of video streaming on the Internet 

with cameras gaining new ground in the market, a considerable amount of storage and bandwidth is required. HEVC 

promises a 50% storage reduction as its algorithm uses efficient coding by encoding video at the lowest possible bit rate 

while maintaining a high image quality level. So requested to ammned Video Compression : 

H.265+/H.265/H.264+/H.264

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

128 101 4 MJPEG format compression 

• JPEG for still images 

Video compression Should be  

• H.264 &

• MJPEG format compression 

• JPEG for still images 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

129 101

4

Video Compression: The requested video compression are old technology while CCTV camera vailable with Major brands support H.264 and 

H.265 latest compression techniques supporting saving of bandwidth and storage requirement. Thus request you to 

ammend the Video compression technique to H.264, H.265 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

130 101 5 Video Resolution:

640 x 480 at 20 fps

320 x 240 / 160 x 112 at 30 fps

The Standard Resolution for IP Cameras are 2MP with 60fps by using high-frame-rate encoding technology, frame rate 

is an important factor to be considered in a high quality video surveillance system. Compared with the 30 fps video, 

images in the 60 fps video are smoother in the same scenario. So requested to ammned the same to 1920 * 1080, 2MP 

@ 60fps with triple stream encoding.

Please also add triple stream encoding.

Triple streams give much more flexibility to users by allowing different data stream to be send simultaneously, and each 

for independent purposes:

- Main stream: full resolution

- Sub stream: low resolution

- 3rd stream: flexible choice (full, low or dynamic resolution).

So requested to ammend the same.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

131 101 5 Audio: PCM The Standard Audio Compresssion available for network cameras are G.711a/G.711Mu/AAC. So requested to ammned 

the same.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

132 101 5 Video Resolution: 

• 640 x 480 at 20 fps 

• 320 x 240 / 160 x 112 at 30 fps 

Video Resolution Should be

• 1920x1080@30fps

• 640 x 480 at 20 fps 

• 320 x 240 / 160 x 112 at 30 fps 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

133 101

5

Video Resolution: The requested Video resolution in the tender is too low, currently 2MP 190*1080 real time resolution CCTV camera is 

majorly used in market rendering better image quality. Thus suggest you to ammend the video resolution requirement to 

1920*1080 @ 25/30 fps

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

134 101 5 Video Resolution: Please clarify the max. bandwidth consumption of camera Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.
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135 101
6

The majorly used audio compression technique in CCTV surveillance system are G.711/G.722.1/G.726. Thus request 

you to ammend audio compression to be G.711/G.722.1/G.726

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

136 101 Item: IP 

Indoor 

Camera 

(P2. / 

C3.1.)

Full HD IP Bullet Camera with IR (Day/Night) Need to be mentioned to understand the requirement  clearly Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

137 101 Not 

mentioned

Minimum Illumination- :                                                                    

0.00 lux, F1.4 or better                                                                                  

Inbuilt IR (10-20mtrs. or better) 

Need to be mentioned to understand the requirement  clearly No Change.

138 102 4 Minimum Illumination- 

Color: 0.3 lux, F1.3 or better 

B/W: 0.04 lux, F1.3 or better 

At 30 IRE 

Inbuilt IR (25mtrs. or better) 

Request to change

 Minimum Illumination- 

Color: 0.02 lux, F1.2 ,0 Lux with IR or better 

B/W: 0.027 lux, F1.2 ,0 Lux with IR or better 

Inbuilt IR (upto 50mtrs. or better) for better clarity during night time & 0Lux Level 

No Change.

139 102 7 Connectivity

10/100 BASE-TX Ethernet port

802.11n/g/b wireless with WEP/WPA/WPA2 encryption

Operates over 2.4 GHz frequency band

Single-band 1T1R mode supports a maximum data rate of 

72.2 Mbps (PHY rate) using 20 MHz bandwidth

Cameras with inbuilt Wifi is not recommended. As wireless IP cameras offer sufficient bandwidth when they are placed 

near the Wireless Access Points. But the bandwidth decreases with increasing distance. So requested to ammned the 

same with Non Wireless cameras.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

140 102 8 Network Protocols:

TCP/IPv4, UDP/IPv4, HTTP, NTP, DHCP

The Standard protocols which are available for the cameras are  

IPv4/ IPv6, HTTP, HTTPS, SSL, TCP/IP, UDP, UPnP, ICMP, IGMP, SNMP, RTSP, RTP, SMTP, NTP, DHCP, DNS, 

PPPOE, DDNS, FTP, IP Filter, QoS, Bonjour, 802.1x, ONVIF, PSIA,  CGI so requested to ammned the same.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

141 102 9 Event Management:

Motion detection

Sound level detection

Event notification and sending snapshots via SMTP

Edge based analytics like Face detection, Intrusion detection, Line crossing detection, Video motion detection, Scene 

Change detection are standard IVS which is available with major Oems. So requested to ammned the same as it can 

add a benefit to it. So requested to ammned the same.

No Change.

142 102 9 Event Management: 

• Motion detection 

• Sound level detection 

• Event notification and sending snapshots via SMTP 

Sound level detection –

Request to remove.

It should be VMS Feature not a camera feature.

No Change.

143 102 10 Power- 5 V DC 1 A, 50/60 Hz

Power Consumption- 1.84 watts maximum ± 5%

The Standard Power supply for IP cameras  is DC12V, PoE (802.3af)(Class 0) and the max Power Consumption for a 

2Mp resolution cameras is <11.5W. So requested to ammned the same.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

144 102 11 Operating temperature- -40°C / +60°C (-40°F/+140°F) The Standard Operating Temperature for Indoor camears is -30° C ~ +60° C which is availabe with major OEMS. SO 

requested to ammned the same

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

145 102 11 Operating temperature- -40°C / +60°C (-40°F/+140°F) 

Operating temperature- -10°C / +55°C 

Request for Change it is best for an  indoor Camera Environment.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

146 102 11 Operating temperature- -40°C / +60°C (-40°F/+140°F) Operating temperature- -10°C / +55°C 

Request for Change it is best for an indoor Environment.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

147 102 13 Certification: ONVIF/ CE/BIS ,FCC and RoHS Since most of the components are manuctured out of India, global standards like CE, FCC, UL/EN. We are not sure if 

many indian labs do the testing on CCTV parameters like Lux level etc can tested here apart from Safety Standards like 

most of the NABL accredited labs do. UL and other labs now do check all these paramaters regularly and ensure a 

certifcation on Annual basis unlike other labs who certify the testing only once in a life time for a model. UL ensures 

during random inspections that the same components are being used while production as tested. So requested to add 

UL in the certification. 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

148 102 13 Certification: ONVIF/ CE/BIS ,FCC and RoHS Certification: ONVIF/ CE/FCC and RoHS Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

149 102 14 Minimum illumination: 1 lux The Standard Illumiation for the cameras should be 

0.05Lux/F2.0( Color,1/3s,30IRE)

0.07Lux/2.0( Color,1/30s,30IRE)

0Lux/F2.0(IR on) for better image clarity during low light. he newest generation of low-light technology allows star-light 

level supreme visibility even in extremely dim lighting conditions.

So requested to ammend the same

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.
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150 102 15 Built-in microphone Cameras come with Audio In/Out Port with which we can add mic & speaker. So requested to ammned the same. No Change.

151 102 16 Sensor- 1/5” VGA progressive CMOS sensor The Standard Image sensor size which is available with major OEM's is 1/2.8". So requested to ammend the same. No Change.

152 102 16 Sensor- 1/5” VGA progressive CMOS sensor Request for change to 1/3˝ CMOS SENSOR it is latest one No Change.

153 102

16 Sensor- 1/5” VGA progressive CMOS sensor
1/5'' sensor is too small in size, while currently 1/3'' and better CMOS sensors are available in the market, which has 

better light capturing capability. Thus, request you to ammend sensor type to 1/3'' CMOS progressive sensor

No Change.

154 102 18 Warranty: 5 years Comprehensive Onsite OEM Warranty Request to change -Warranty: 3 years OEM Warranty No Change.

155 102 (P2./ 

C3.1.)
To be added Request you to add inbuilt IR functionality of min 25 mtr. for night vision capability

No Change.

156 102

(P2./ 

C3.1.)
To be added

CE/EN standard certificates,declares that the product complies with the essential requirements of the relevant health, 

safety and environmental protection legislation whereas UL is globally accepted standard which defines the safety of the 

product.

Thus request you to add the clause that the device should be   UL,CE/EN,FCC certified

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

157 103 4 Minimum Illumination-

Color: 0.3 lux, F1.3 or better

B/W: 0.04 lux, F1.3 or better

At 30 IRE

Inbuilt IR (25mtrs. or better)

The Standard Illumiation for the cameras should be  

0.006Lux/F1.4 ( Color,1/3s,30IRE)

0.05Lux/F1.4 ( Color,1/30s,30IRE)

0Lux/F1.4 (IR on)) for better image clarity during low light. The newest generation of low-light technology allows star-light 

level supreme visibility even in extremely dim lighting conditions

The Standard IR Length is of 50mtr which is available with major OEM's for better image clarity during night time and for 

long distance.

So requested to ammend the same.

No Change.

158 103 4 Color: 0.3 lux, F1.3 or better,  B/W: 0.04 lux, F1.3 or better 

At 30 IRE

Colour: 0.002 lux (F1.2) 0.0002 lux B/W, 0 lux with IR At 30 IRE, Justification: This is the standard performance from a 

low light sensor these days. Highly recommended for Forests and remote area surveillance which have limited lighting 

overall and large areas to be covered.

No Change.

159 103 4 Inbuilt  IR (25mtrs. or better) Inbuilt  IR (50 mtrs. or better)

Inbuilt White light (10meters or better)

Inbuilt PIR sensor. 

Justification: Optimal IR distance for perimeter surveillance of the towers in line with industry standards for perimeter 

surveillance with bullet cams. Having built in PIR sensor for alarm upon body detection and white light leds adds 

versatility to the product and can work with a warning / intimidation mechanism.

No Change.

160 103 8 Resolution: 2MP (Min.1920 x 1080) at 25 FPS or better The Standard Resolution for IP Cameras are 2MP with 60fps by using high-frame-rate encoding technology, frame rate 

is an important factor to be considered in a high quality video surveillance system. Compared with the 30 fps video, 

images in the 60 fps video are smoother in the same scenario. So requested to ammned the same to 1920 * 1080, 2MP 

@ 60fps with triple stream encoding.

Please also add triple stream encoding.

Triple streams give much more flexibility to users by allowing different data stream to be send simultaneously, and each 

for independent purposes:

- Main stream: full resolution

- Sub stream: low resolution

- 3rd stream: flexible choice (full, low or dynamic resolution).

So requested to ammend the same.

No Change.

161 103 8 Resolution: 2MP (Min.1920 x 1080) at 25 FPS or better Please clarify the max. bandwidth consumption of camera No Change.

162 103 10 Lense Type: 3 to 9 mm, F1.3 motorised autofocus and 

autoiris varifocal or better

The Standard focal length is 2.7~12 mm F1.4 with better and wide angle of view i.e. H: 97°~34°, V:52°~20°. So 

requested to ammend the same.

No Change.

163 103 11 Edge based video content Analytics: Video motion 

detection and Active tampering alarm

Edge based analytics like Face detection, Intrusion detection, Line crossing detection, Video motion detection, Scene 

Change detection are standard IVS which is available with major Oems. So requested to ammned the same as it can 

add a benefit to it. So requested to ammned the same.

No Change.

164 103 11 Edge   based   video   content   Analytics: Video motion 

detection and Active tampering  alarm

Edge   based   video   content   Analytics: Video motion detection and Active tampering  alarm, Intrusion, crossing line, 

motion detection

Justification: Considering the risk to assets involved from damage by human / animal intervention. It is recommended to 

use a PIR + White LED functionality to ward off threats whists simultaneously sending alarm trigger to the regional/ 

central control room. 

No Change.

165 103 13 Operating temperature: 0 °C to 60 °C The Standard Operating Temperature for Indoor camears is -30° C ~ +60° C which is availabe with major OEMS. SO 

requested to ammned the same

No Change.

166 103 14 Power- adaptor shall be supplied to make the equipment 

work on 230V +10%, 50Hz and Power over Ethernet (POE 

802.3 af)

The Standard Power supply for IP cameras  is DC12V, PoE (802.3af)(Class 0) and the max Power Consumption for a 

2Mp resolution cameras is <11.5W. So requested to ammned the same.

No Change.

167 104 4 Certification: 

UL,CE/BIS ,FCC and RoHS  

Request for change to Certification: 

UL,CE/FCC and RoHS 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

168 104 5 Video compression- H.264,H.265 Request to remove Video compression- H.265 

Same is still not proven & tested version still under R&D for most of the OEM.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.
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169 104 5 Video compression- H.264,H.265 Request to remove Video compression- H.265 

Same is still not proven & tested version still under R&D for most of the OEM.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

170 104 7 Image Sensor: 1/2.8" CMOS or better Image Sensor: 1/1.8" CMOS or better

Justification: A larger sensor will significantly improve performance at high zoom levels and offer better detailing as 

pixels sizes are twice as large, thereby leeting more light in for the same image

No Change.

171 104 8 Resolution: 2MP (Min.1920 x 1080) at 25 FPS or better The Standard Resolution for IP Cameras are 2MP with 60fps by using high-frame-rate encoding technology, frame rate 

is an important factor to be considered in a high quality video surveillance system. Compared with the 30 fps video, 

images in the 60 fps video are smoother in the same scenario. So requested to ammned the same to 1920 * 1080, 2MP 

@ 60fps with triple stream encoding.

Triple streams give much more flexibility to users by allowing different data stream to be send simultaneously, and each 

for independent purposes:

- Main stream: full resolution

- Sub stream: low resolution

- 3rd stream: flexible choice (full, low or dynamic resolution).

 So requested to ammned the same.

No Change.

172 104 8 Resolution:  2MP (Min.1920  x 1080)  at 25 FPS or better Resolution:  2MP (Min.1920  x 1080)  at 60 FPS or better

Justification: Essential for fast moving objects or animals. This is also now an industry standard for robust surveillance

No Change.

173 104 8 Resolution: 2MP (Min.1920 x 1080) at 25 FPS or better Please clarify the max. bandwidth consumption of camera No Change.

174 104 10 Lense Type: 4.3–129 mm (x30), F1.6 or better

motorised Varifocal,Autofocus, Autoiris

The lens focal length mentioned is for the particular OEM as different OEM's have different focal length which matches 

with optical zoom. So requested to ammned the the focal length and derive a range which may suit with different OEM's 

and not restricting it to particular OEM's. Different focal length have better angle of view so pleae ask for "xx" optical with 

range to be derived.

No Change.

175 104 10 Lense Type: 4.3–129 mm (x30), F1.6 or better motorised 

Varifocal,Autofocus, Autoiris

Lense Type: 4.9–216 mm (x44), F1.6 or better motorised Varifocal,Autofocus, Autoiris

Justification: This is the latest zoom module available from lens manufacturers that are now commercially viable within 

the similar pricing range of older 33X modules.

No Change.

176 104 11 Edge based video content Analytics: Video motion 

detection and Active tampering alarm

Edge based analytics like Face detection, Intrusion detection, Line crossing detection, Video motion detection, Scene 

Change detection are standard IVS which is available with major Oems. So requested to ammned the same as it can 

add a benefit to it. . 

Please also add PTZ cameras with auto tracking which can auto track object if there is any incident occured. The camera 

equipped with auto tracking function using simultaneously all of the panning, tilting and zooming should be available. 

When a motion is detected in a registered monitoring area, the camera should track the motion (object) and capture it.

PTZ cameras should be with EIS because EIS technology allows the camera to negate the blurry effects caused by 

camera shake and get stable images.

Please also add ROI function which enables a non-uniform distribution of the image quality between a selected region 

(the ROI) and the rest of the image (background). Based on user- defined ROI (Region of Interest), camera can decrease 

a non-ROI’s image quality to save maximum bandwidth and storage, and those regions of interest will be smartly 

transmitted with great details and better image quality under the same bit rate streaming conditions.

So requested to ammned the same.

No Change.

177 104 13 llumination:

Color: 0.3 lux, F1.6 or better

B/W: 0.04 lux, F1.6 or better

At 30 IRE

Inbuilt IR (175 mtrs. or better)

The Standard Illumiation for the cameras should be  

Color: 0.005Lux@F1.6; 0Lux@F1.6 (IR on) for better image clarity during low light. The newest generation of low-light 

technology allows star-light level supreme visibility even in extremely dim lighting conditions.

The Standard IR Length is of 150mtr which is available with major OEM's for better image clarity during night time and 

for long distance. So requested to ammend the same to 150mtr IR Distance

So requested to ammend the same.

No Change.

178 104 13 Illumination: 

Color: 0.3 lux, F1.6 or better 

B/W: 0.04 lux, F1.6 or better 

At 30 IRE 

Inbuilt IR (175 mtrs. or better) 

Request to change                     Colour : 0.02 lux (F1.6, 1/1 sec, 50 IRE, AGC On); B/W : 0.002 lux (F1.6, 1/1 sec, 50 

IRE, AGC On); 0 lux with IR

Inbuilt Laser IR (500 mtrs. or better) for better clarity during night time & 0Lux Level 

No Change.

179 104 13 Color: 0.3 lux, F1.6 or better B/W: 0.04 lux, F1.6 or better 

At 30 IRE

Colour: 0.002 lux (F1.2) 0.0002 lux B/W, 0 lux with IR  At 30 IRE

Justification: This is the standard performance from a low light sensor these days. Highly recommended for Forests and 

remote area surveillance which have limited lighting overall and large areas to be covered.

No Change.

180 104 13 Inbuilt  IR (175 mtrs. or better) Inbuilt  IR (400 mtrs. or better)

Inbuilt White light (20meters or better)

Justification: Optimal IR distance for perimeter surveillance of the towers in line with industry standards for large area 

perimeter surveillance. Having bulit in white light leds adds versatility to the product and can work with a warning / 

intimidation mechanism

No Change.

181 105 19 Operating temperature: 0 °C to 60 °C The Standard Operating Temperature for Indoor camears is -30° C ~ +60° C which is availabe with major OEMS. SO 

requested to ammned the same

No Change.

182 105 20 Power- adaptor shall be supplied to make the equipment 

work on 230V +10%, 50Hz and Power over Ethernet  (POE 

802.3 af)

Power- adaptor shall be supplied to make the equipment work on 230V +10%, 50Hz or Power over Ethernet  (POE 802.3 

af)

Justification: Advanced PTZs consume more power than standard POE equipment and hence would need flexibility as 

regards source of power per site requirement.

No Change.
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183 105 21 Edge Based Video Analytics: Video motion detection and 

Active tampering alarm

Edge based analytics like Face detection, Intrusion detection, Line crossing detection, Video motion detection, Scene 

Change detection are standard IVS which is available with major Oems. So requested to ammned the same as it can 

add a benefit to it. . Please also add PTZ cameras with auto tracking which can auto track object if there is any incident 

occured.

No Change.

184 105 21 Edge Based Video Analytics: Video motion detection and 

Active tampering alarm 

Face detection, Intrusion detection, Line crossing detection, Audio exception detection, Motion detection, Dynamic 

analysis, Tampering

alarm, Network disconnect, IP address conflict, Storage exception

No Change.

185 105 21 Edge Based Video Analytics: Video motion detection and 

Active tampering alarm

Edge Based Video Analytics: Video motion detection and Active tampering alarm, Autotracking with warning function 

(Light and sound based, with voiced speech warning for human deterrance), tripwire

Justification: Considering the risk to assets involved from damage by human / animal intervention. It is recommended to 

use an Automated warning functionality to ward off threats whists simultaneously sending alarm trigger to the regional/ 

central control room. The autotracking function will also enable better surveillance in the given site conditions.

No Change.

186 105 ANNEXU

RE-2-

Technical 

Specificati

on

Additional suggestion We are suggesting to have 50% camera with below analytics- 

Intrusion Detector should automatically detect the intrusion of persons or vehicles into critical areas. Detection of 

persons, vehicles or objects into critical areas and independent from weather conditions (filters for rain, snow and fog + 

image stabilization). System should generate Alarm for below functionalities; 

- if a motion pattern moves from zone A (source) through zone B into zone C (sink) and Alarm if a motion pattern moves 

anywhere inside a specified zone. Supports an unlimited number of detection areas (each with its own zones and 

settings). 

- Software should not based on object tracking but grid-based analysis (using cues at multiple scales for analytics)

- Software should minimizes the number of false alarms by smoothing out movement patterns, filtering of animals and 

filtering out disturbances due to weather conditions. should support movement speed, distance and direction filters for 

detecting events

- Software should operates with color, thermal and infrared cameras

No Change.

187 105 ANNEXU

RE-2-

Technical 

Specificati

on

Additional suggestion We are suggesting to have 50% camera with Video Enhancer automatically optimizes video in order to enhance visibility 

for operators and to improve the detection of events. 

- Software should processes video data in order to suppress the influence of bad weather (fog, rain and snow) on the 

image quality, stabilization of video from shaking cameras. Software should reduces fog by enhancing contrast in local 

image regions, depending on the density of fog in that area and individual features can be activated or deactivated 

independently. Video analytics can be performed using raw video or video processed by the Video Enhancer. 

No Change.

188 105 ANNEXU

RE-2-

Technical 

Specificati

on

Additional suggestion We are suggesting to have 1 camera with Smoke and fire detection at every location. Software should able to detect 

events in a variety of indoor and outdoor settings and can operate both during the day and night. 

No Change.

189 106 5 Upto 50 mbps Suggestion- 50 Mbps to be upgraded to 100 Mbps without the change of hardware.

Clarification- Since there might be multiple hops the system should be upgradable to 100 mbps without the change of 

hardware to carry camera feed to more than one hop. Capacity upgrade will help customer for inventory management.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

190 106 5 Upto 250Mbps  Suggestion- Upto 350Mbps or better.

Clarification- Since RF Links have to be deployed in Dense Forests for Wild Life Surveillance for longer distances hence 

clause should be read "Radio upto 350Mbps or better should be considered in accordance with 36dBm EIRP as 

prescribed by WPC India for outdoor deployment". Higher throughput will help to cater longer distance and multiple hop 

requirement of bandwidth. 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

191

106 5

Throughput:

1. Upto 50 mbps

2. Upto 150 mbps

3. Upto 250 mbps

Since the terrain will require linear placement of the Radios because Non-Line-of-Sight at many locations, you will 

require Radios wirth aggreagate throughput of 250 Mbps only.

The throughput of 250 Mbps is aggregate of transmission and reception and is measured at 0 mtr distance, as you go 

to distance of 5-8-10-15 Kms the actual throughput may decreases by 40% or more, so if you consider 75/25 

transmission/reception trhat you will end up with 112.5/37.5 Mbps Transmission/reception throughput in a 

250Mbps Radio.

Secondly, the cost difference of 50Mbps, 150 Mbps & 250 Mbps radios is not significant and  the multi-throughput procurement 

will increase the inventory & difficulty in deployment.

Finally, You must also consider keeping spare/additional capacity when any site requires higher bandwidth in future

Please refer roughput the thdated clause sy 

Final RFP document.

192 106 5 Throughput Upto 50 mbps 50 Mbps to be upgraded to 100 Mbps without the change of hardware. Since there might be multiple hops the system 

should be upgradable to 100 mbps without the change of hardware to carry camera feed to more than one hop. capacity 

upgrade will help customer for inventory management.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

193 106 5 Throughput upto 250 Mbps Upto 350Mbps or better. Since RF Links have to be deployed in Dense Forests for Wild Life Surveillance for longer 

distances hence clause should be read "Radio upto 350Mbps or better should be considered in accordance with 36dBm 

EIRP as prescribed by WPC India for outdoor deployment"

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

194 106 7 Flexible Channel Width: 5/10/20/40 MHz channels based 

on point no. 5

Modify:- Flexible Channel Width: 20/40 MHz channels based on point no. 5 No Change
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195
106 7

Flexible Channel Width: 5/10/20/40 MHz channels based on 

point no. 5

No mention of Channel spacing; Channel spacing of 2.5 MHz should be included which supports to find the best channel even in 

interfered scenario

Please refer to the updated clause in Final RFP 

document.

196 106 7 Flexible Channel Width: 5/10/20/40 MHz channels based 

on point no. 5
Modify:- Flexible Channel Width: 20/40 MHz channels based on point no. 5

No Change

197 106 8 Industry Standards: IPv6 Industry Standards: IPv6 and IPv4 Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

198
106 8 Industry Standards: IPv6 IPv4 should also be added

Please refer to the updated clause in Final RFP 

document.

199 106 8 Industry Standards: IPv6 Since most of the RF Radios support IPv4, currently implemention of IPv6 is in process & also Cameras on Page 105 

have been asked with IPv4 and IPv6 hence clause should be read as "RF Radios should also support IPv4 and IPv6"

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

200 106 11 Security: Encryption (FIPS 197) and SNMPv3 management 

interfaces, RADIUS authentication, and configurable 

password rules and should follow standard defines in 

IEEE802.3 for various parameters like Ethernet interface/ 

quality of services etc

Suggestion- Security: AES 128 Encryption as well as FIPS 197 and Secured SNMPv3 management interfaces and 

configurable password rules and should follow standard defines in IEEE802.3 for various parameters like Ethernet 

interface/ quality of services etc

Clarification - AES 128 encryption should be considered in addition to FIPS 197. However Radius Authentication part of 

AAA is a feature used by Internet Service Providers for Enterprise Applications for billing whereas the requirement in 

forests is for surveillance hence Radius Authentication should be deleted. 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

201

106 11

Security: Encryption (FIPS 197) and SNMPv3

management interfaces, RADIUS authentication, and 

configurable password rules and should follow standard defines 

in IEEE802.3 for various parameters like Ethernet interface/ 

quality of services etc.

Configurable password rules is the feature of NMS, radio system supports pre-defined users (4 levels) with option to change the 

password & privilege can be set (Read-Only/Read-Write)

No Change.

202 106 11 Security: Encryption (FIPS 197) and SNMPv3 management 

interfaces, RADIUS authentication, and configurable 

password rules and should follow standard defines in 

IEEE802.3 for various parameters like Ethernet interface/ 

quality of services etc

AES 128 encryption should be considered in addition to FIPS 197. However Radius Authentication part of AAA is a 

feature used by Internet Service Providers for Enterprise Applications for billing whereas the requirement in forests is for 

surveillance hence Radius Authentication should be deleted. The clause should be read as "Security: AES 128 

Encryption as well as FIPS 197 and Secured SNMPv3 management interfaces and configurable password rules and 

should follow standard defines in IEEE802.3 for various parameters like Ethernet interface/quality of services etc"

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

203

106 13

Management & Configuration Capability:

• Radio System should support local and remote installation, 

Configuration, Fault management through Element 

Management Software tool using single computer for 

installation and commissioning.

• Radio System should have the feature of Link management for 

installation, configuration and troubleshooting without any pre 

configurations (Factory Defaults)

 Link management without any configuration feature seems to be favouring particular OEM; Initial installation requires configuration 

on both radios with security parameters matching, otherwise factory default radios can communicate to any radio with factory 

default configuration especially in large/bulk deployment scenario, because we'll not be knowing which radio is connecting whom, 

it'll create a mess

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

204 106 14 Alarm indication for software incompatibility Radio system should provide the software version, CPU usage and link UP/Down status through Element Management 

Software.

No Change

205

107 14

Software Upgradation:

• Radio System should support the upgradation of 

firmware/software over the air

• Radio System should support Scheduled /

Delayed SW upgrade.

• Radio System should support Bulk software

upgrade of multiple site equipment.

• System should support software back up and restore 

functionality

• Alarm indication for software incompatibility

With the support of NMS to be provided with the Radio system

No Change.

206

107 15

Performance Monitoring:

• The Radio should have inbuilt tool to check

available throughput in link management software

• Performance Monitoring logs, event logs and provision for 

monitor logs must be available through Element management 

software

• Radio should have capability to store the

performance logs for atleast 15 to 30 days for

downloading when required.

• Radio system should support download of link diagnostics 

information logs from the radio for fault analysis.

Radios can store logs based on the event nos / lines & it can't be predicted on number of days. One day may be more events & 

another day there is nil. Even if we consider radios store 15 to 30 days logs, it'll be one line per day & the average value. Moreover, 

we can't access each radio to analyze the logs, instead all logs can be stored in NMS for deep analysis & troubleshooting with history

No Change.

207 107 15 Radio should have capability to store the performance logs 

for at least 15 to 30 days for downloading when required

Radio should have capability to provide the performance logs for at least 15 to 30 days or more through Element 

management Software and downloading when required.

No Change.
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208 107 16 Radio System should operate in India WPC Band 

5.825Ghz – 5.875Ghz in accordance with GSR 38 (E) 

dated 19th Jan 2007 for outdoor deployment.

Radio System should operate license free Band defined by WPC for outdoor deployment. No Change.

209

107 16

Radio System should operate in India WPC Band 

5.825Ghz – 5.875Ghz in accordance with GSR 38 (E) 

dated 19th Jan 2007 for outdoor deployment.

Radio System should operate license free Band defined by WPC for outdoor deployment.

No Change

210
107 18

Radio system should be compatible/ integrable with the other 

devices to be deployed in WS&APS.
Need more clarification on this. Radios work in Bridge mode, hence transparent to any NE in the network

No Change.

211 107 19 PoE: PoE Compliant (IEEE802.af/at) Suggestion- PoE: AC PoE to power the ODU

Clarification - Each RF Radio vendor manufactures PoE in accordance to the requirement of the Radio hence the clause 

should be read as "AC PoE to power the ODU"

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

212 107 19 PoE: PoE Compliant (IEEE802.af/at) PoE: AC PoE to power the ODU.Each RF Radio vendor manufactures PoE in accordance to the requirement of the 

Radio hence the clause should be read as "AC PoE to power the ODU"

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

213 107 20 Power Consumption: Should not be more than 15W Suggestion-Power Consumption: Should not be more than 20W

Clarification- Each RF Radio vendor manufactures Radios with different output power hence the clause should be read 

as "Power consumption should not be more than 20W

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

214 107 20 Power Consumption: Should not be more than 15W Power Consumption: Should not be more than 20W.Each RF Radio vendor manufactures Radios with different output 

power hence the clause should be read as "Power consumption should not be more than 20W

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

215 107 22 OEM Office and Service Centre in India Suggestion-OEM Office should be present with its Technical Support and Service Centre for more than 5 years in India. 

Clarification - Presence of OEM Office with Technical Support and Service centre for more than 5 years provides support 

assurance and commitment for providing AMC support post expiry of warranty services hence clause should be read as 

"OEM Office should be present with its Technical Support and Service Centre for more than 5 years in India"

No Change

216 107 Suggestion-Quality of Service: Radios should provide 4 Levels of Queues in accordance to 802.1P/802.1Q. 

Clarification - This will help customer to segregate and priorties voice, data  and video traffic as per customer 

requirement. 

No Change.

217 107 Suggestion-Collocation Intra site Synchronization: Radios should have capability of HSSoE to synchronize TDD Timing 

of multiple Radios of the same vendor at the given tower site to eliminate self interference. 

Clarification- This will help to eliminate mutual inerference between multiple Radios of same vendor at the given tower 

site.

No Change.

218 107 Suggestion-Collocation Inter site Synchronization: Radios should have capability of GPS Sync to synchronize TDD 

Timing of Radios of same vendor installed at multiple hub sites to eliminate self interference. 

Clarification - This will help to eliminate mutual inerference between Radios of same vendor installed at multiple hub 

sites.

No Change.

219 107 Suggestion-Radio should not be based on “WiFi CSMA CA based 802.11a/b/g/n/ac standards. 

Clarification- WiFi CSMA CA based 802.11a/b/g/n/ac standards based radiosworks on sharing basis where they 

broadcast the higher signals. They  do not support QoS and transmit high power to reach long distance with high 

throughput. These radios should are not suitable for Backhaul connectiivty and hence should be avoided. 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

220 107 Suggestion -Network Interface should support 10/100/1000 Mbps Port to enable asymmetric traffic. 

Clarification - Availability of GbE Port enables more than 100Mbps throughput either Uplink or downlink as per tender 

requirements

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

221 107 Suggestion-VLAN Support: It should be based on IEEE 802.1Q, 802.1P and QinQ. Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

222 107 Suggestion-Radio System must have inbuilt Spectrum analyzer tool to find the best available frequency to be used. It 

should also have the capability to reflect / show results of both sites of the radio link.

Clarification - Avaialbility of this feature enables to spectrum scan the radio at remote end from the PoP end

No Change.

223 107 Suggestion-System must support automatic channel selection and select alternative channels, if required, due to 

frequency interference.

Clarification - This will help in stable netwrok and working of links.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

224 107 Suggestion- Radio System should support Asymmetrical Bandwidth up to 85% - 90% (Uplink/DownLink)

Clarification- This will help in better utilisation of available bandwidth as per the download and upload requiremnt of link.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

225 107 Suggestion -OEM should have deployment base of min 70000 Radios in India.

Clarification- OEM deployment base certfies product supply and performance in India

No Change.

226 107 Suggestion -OEM of Radio to have ISO 9000 Certification for design, manufacturing and marketing of wireless 

communication products and solutions. Certification in this regard will be required. 

Clarification- Better Quality standard of equipments.

No Change.

227 107 Quality of Service: Radios should provide 4 Levels of Queues in accordance to 802.1P/802.1Q No Change.
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228 107 Collocation Intra site Synchronization: Radios should have capability of HSSoE to synchronize TDD Timing of multiple 

Radios of the same vendor at the given tower site to eliminate self interference. This will help to eliminate mutual 

inerference between multiple Radios of same vendor at the given tower site. This will help to eliminate mutual 

inerference between Radios of same vendor installed at multiple hub sites 

No Change.

229 107 Collocation Inter site Synchronization: Radios should have capability of GPS Sync to synchronize TDD Timing of Radios 

of same vendor installed at multiple hub sites to eliminate self interference

No Change.

230 107 Radio should not be based on “WiFi CSMA CA based 802.11a/b/g/n/ac standards. WiFi Radios are not suitable for Real 

Time Surveillance as these Radios have high latency, no quality of service, no SLA 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

231 107 Network Interface should support 10/100/1000 Mbps Port to enable asymmetric traffic. Availability of GbE Port enables 

more than 100Mbps throughput either Uplink or downlink as per tender requirements.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

232 107 VLAN Support: It should be based on IEEE 802.1Q, 802.1P and QinQ Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

233 107 Radio System must have inbuilt Spectrum analyzer tool to find the best available frequency to be used. It should also 

have the capability to reflect / show results of both sites of the radio link. Avaialbility of this feature enables to spectrum 

scan the radio at remote end from the PoP end

No Change.

234 107 System must support automatic channel selection and select alternative channels, if required, due to frequency 

interference. Availability of Automatic Channel Selection enables flexibility in selecting alternate channels during 

interference scenarios 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

235 107 Radio System should support Asymmetrical Bandwidth up to 85% - 90% (Uplink/DownLink). Higher Asymmetrical 

bandwidth Uplink/Downlink enables delivery of higher throughput from Camera location to the PoP end Radio

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

236 107 50Mbps Radios - PPS should be 100,000 packets per second or better. This will enable real time transmission of high 

capacity video packets even at lower frame size

No Change

237 107 350Mbps Radios - PPS should be 550,000 packets per second or better. This will enable real time transmission of high 

capacity video packets even at lower frame size

No Change

238
107

Should support more than 500 subcarriers to support superior performance in Non Line-of-site / near Line-of-site conditions.  NLOS 

/ nLOS communication will be achieved if more OFDM subcarriers supported

No Change

239
107

Channel spacing of 2.5 MHz support. Will be helpful to find the best frequency channel in interfered environment Please refer to the updated clause in Final RFP 

document.

240
107

Automatic Transmit Power Control to limit the unwanted Tx power from the slave radio.Unwanted / high power from slave radios 

will cause interference to other co-located radios causing poor performance

Please refer to the updated clause in Final RFP 

document.

241 107 Should support the MIR/CIR configuration to ensure SLA. To limit the bandwidth to each remote site No Change

242
107

System should be able to serve as DHCP Server and DHCP client. Will help to automatically assign IP address through external DHCP 

server.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final RFP 

document.

243 107 Power input. Input voltage to be 802.3at compliant No Change

244
107

Should have POE Output interface in the ODU to power up camera, WiFi Hotspot or other POE directly. Saving of another cable and 

avoiding Point-of-failure

No Change

245
107

System should have dynamic filters to mitigate interference from alternate frequency channels. Interference mitigation Please refer to the updated clause in Final RFP 

document.

246
107

System should have the support for AAA authentication support for better security and protect from intruder. Security & better 

authentication

No Change

247 109 Item: 

Gigabit 

Network 

Unmanag

ed Switch 

16 Port 

(P5.)

page#20, states P5.

Gigabit Network Unmanaged Switch 8-Port, that is 8-Port 

switch, while page#109 states about 16-Port switch, 

we recommend to provide 4 Ethernet 10/100 ports and 2 dual-purpose uplinks (each dual-purpose uplink port has 1 

10/100/1000 Ethernet port and 1 SFP-based Gigabit Ethernet port, 1 port active)

No Change.

248 109 Item: 

Gigabit 

Network 

Unmanag

ed Switch 

16 Port 

(P5.)

Camera power supply is given from PoE/PoE+, therefore 

switch port should be clarified with PoE port requirement

request to add min 4 PoE/PoE+switch port support in switch No Change.
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249 109 Item: 

Gigabit 

Network 

Unmanag

ed Switch 

16 Port 

(P5.)

unmanaged switch(Item: Gigabit Network Unmanaged 

Switch 16 Port (P5.))

Since this switch will be crticial part of monitorig from central site, request to change it to manage switch, so that it can 

be control by central site via SNMP, recommedation to spport SNMPv1,v2 and v3,    IPv6 protocol support    

No Change.

250 109 Item: 

Gigabit 

Network 

Unmanag

ed Switch 

16 Port 

(P5.)

32° to 104°F (0° to 40°C) Temperature Since all other devices are requested to support +60degree, also switch will be placed in outdoor ruggedised env, 

therefore request to support operating temp 0 to +60 degree.

No Change.

251 109 Item: 

Gigabit 

Network 

Unmanag

ed Switch 

16 Port 

(P5.)

5%~ 95% RH (Non-condensing) Humidity since this switch will be placed in harsh terrian, so request to add Industry certification for longer life of the product as: 

Corrosion IEC-60068-2-60, IEC 60068-52-2 (salt fog) and RoHS Compliance certified, UL,CE and NEMA TS-2 certified, 

,IEC/EN 61000-4-5(surge protection)

No Change.

252 109 Item: 

Gigabit 

Network 

Unmanag

ed Switch 

16 Port 

(P5.)

new clause

(Port based network access control) and support for MAC filtering to provide security at the port level on remote areas

No Change.

253 109 Item: 

Gigabit 

Network 

Unmanag

ed Switch 

16 Port 

(P5.)

new clause All necessary data and power cables and industrial grade power adapter to be provided No Change.

254 109 Additional suggestion Network infrastructure vendor should present in Gartner's leader Magic Quadrant. No Change.

255 110 P9 3. Six pole dual rail solar Panel mounting We suggest vertical mount structure which easy to maintain and fully secure for theft and damage externally. No Change.

256 111 P11 4. Solatubular 12 V Range We suggest Lithium Ion Phosphate Battery - longer life cycles, slower rates of capacity loss, constant discharge voltage, 

temperature based voltage compensation, higher current /peak power ratings and are environmentally friendly.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

257 111 P11 We suggest Intelligent Battery Management System optimizing energy usage. User can view the baterry status remotely 

and can manage the parameters without going on site.

No Change

258 114 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)       

S. no. 5

Walls : Zinc plated corrugated steel change to "Steel"                                                                                                  Reason: The standard containers are 

manufactured of normal steel

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

259 114 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)       

S. no. 7.4

Gross weight : 30480 kg Please remove  Reason: not relevant here. Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

260 114 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)       

S. no. 8.1

Material : 100 mm Please change to - "Material : 32 mm "   Reason: 100 mm can not be pasted on the internal wall and it takes lot of space. 

32 mm suffice for the purpose.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

261 114 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)       

S. no. 8.3

Thermal conductivity at 0 deg C is 0.035 W (m k) & 

Thermal conductivity at + 40 deg C is 0.039 W (m k) or 

better

Please remove  Reason: not relevant here. No change
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262 114 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)      

S. no. 8.4

Surface spread of flames : class 1 Please remove  Reason: not relevant here. Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

263 114 Containerised Data Center and control room Please change to "Modular containerised data center factory fitted and factory tested with control room, UPS, A/Cs, 

cabling, lights, etc."                                                                                                                            Reason: This will give 

more clarity, as all the components in the containerised data center are part of it including control room and should be 

tested as a complete package at factory prior to installation at site as, achieving the same testing parameters at site shall 

be not possible (like testing at ambient 50 deg celcius). This shall ensure it's satisfactory working at site.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

264 115 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)       

S. no. 

10.4

Consistency : smooth & uniform Please remove  Reason: not relevant here. No Change

265 115 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)      

S. no. 8.5 

to 8.9

All 5 items Please remove  Reason: not relevant here. Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

266 115 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)      

S. no. 

All 7 items Please remove  Reason: not relevant here. Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

267 115 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)      

S. no. 9.2 

to 9.9

All 11 items Please remove  Reason: not relevant here. Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

268 116 Gigabit 

Network 

Switch 48 

IPv6 over Ethernet, dual stack, IPv6 over IPv4 network with 

Intra-Site Automatic Tunnel Addressing Protocol (ISATAP) 

tunnel, IPv6 neighbor discovery, stateless address 

IPv6 over Ethernet, dual stack, IPv6 over IPv4 network with Intra-Site Automatic Tunnel Addressing Protocol (ISATAP) 

tunnel, IPv6 neighbor discovery, stateless address configuration, maximum transmission unit (MTU) discovery, WEB, 

SSL, Telnet, Ping, Traceroute, Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP)/Network Time Protocol (NTP), Trivial File Transfer 

No Change.

269 116 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)          

S. no. 

11.1

15 KW or better according to requirement Please change to "2 x 7.5 KW precision air-conditioners with heaters and humidifiers "                                                                    

Reason: This will give more clarity that there has to be 2 air-conditioning units with redundancy.                                                              

Please add "the air-conditioners should be designed at internal temp. of + 22 deg C when external temp. is + 50 deg C "                    

Reason: This shall ensure it's satisfactory functioning in the weather conditiones of Rajasthan.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

270 116 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)       

S. no. 

10.15

Substrate temperature : 25 deg C Please remove  Reason: not relevant here. Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

271 116 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)       

All 7 items Please remove  Reason: not relevant here. Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

272 116 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)       

S. no. 

Digital Scroll to modulate cooling capacity Please change " Digital Scroll / Inverter"                                    Reason: As Digital Scroll is patented technology and 

Inverter technology gives an alternate solution

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

273 116 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)       

S. no. 12

Racks: As per requirement and components of control 

room setup with rugged aluminum frame (> 25 kg) and 

mounting rail to mount and adjustment.

Please change "äluminium frame "to "steel "                                         Reason: aluminium frame is not required for this 

application as there shall be very few equipments in the rack. Moreover, aluminium frame requires aluminium extrusion 

and are supplied by very few suppliers.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

274 116 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)       

S. no. 

Fire extinguishers Please add "6 kg ABC type" 2 nos                                                                  Reason: This shall give more clarity Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

275 116 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)       

S. no. 16

Proper Partition between data centre and monitoring room 

with doors and locks (locks should be inside the doors)

Please add "partition should be of the same material as that of container"                                                                                                               

Reason: This shall give more clarity

No Change.
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276 116 Modular 

container 

(C 1.1)       

S. no. 19

Please add the following points : 

1. The container shall be factory fitted with all above components including UPS, PAC, cabling, lighting, control room, 

furniture, LED displays, etc. 

2. Below Factory Acceptance Tests shall be done for  entire container and shall be witnessed by the customer 

representative:

2.1/ Entire pre-fitted container (Including UPS, PAC, lighting, etc.) shall be factory tested with external ambient 

temperature of 50 deg C for 1 hr.

2.2/ The UPS and PAC units should be tested with the rack mounted heaters for 8 hrs. 

3. Server room shall be protected with NOVEC based gas suppression system.

Reason: It shall be difficult to achieve the testing parameters at the site as that of factory for the testing of container with 

all equipments like UPS, AC, etc. This shall ensure that, the containerised data center shall work satisfactory at site as, it 

shall be tested with all its compnents like UPS & AC at factory simulating the temperature of ambient 50 deg C, at full 

load UPS, heating load for AC.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

277 116 Standard 

Managed 

Router 

USB FLASH Memory: 256 MB  USB FLASH Memory: 512 MB  No Change.

278 116 Standard 

Managed 

Router 

DDR2 DRAM: 512 MB  DDR2 DRAM: 1GB   No Change.

279 116 Standard 

Managed 

Router 

new clause router should support embedded hardware encryption acceleration, optional firewall, intrusion prevention, and application 

services

No Change.

280 116 Standard 

Managed 

Router 

new clause The router should support be IPv6 Ready logo certified No Change.

281 116 Standard 

Managed 

Router 

(C1.5) 

new clause The ready should support be NDPP OR EAL3 certified No Change.

282 117 Gigabit 

Network 

Switch 48 

Port 

VLANs: Port-based and 802.1Q tag-based VLANs, 

protocol-based VLAN, management VLAN, multicast TV 

VLAN, PVE, GVRP

VLANs: Port-based and 802.1Q tag-based VLANs, protocol-based VLAN, management VLAN, multicast TV VLAN, PVE, 

GVRP/equivallent

No Change.

283 117 Gigabit 

Network 

Switch 48 

Port 

new clause to provide data confidentiality and integrity , IEEE 802.1AE should be supported No Change.

284 117 Gigabit 

Network 

Switch 48 

Port 

new clause Since switch is at the backbone to consolidate all the core components at Control Room Setup, our recommendation is 

to place these switch in fail-over

No Change.

285 117 Gigabit 

Network 

Switch 48 

Port 

(C1.6.):

new clause should be based on field programmable ASIC based architecure No Change.

286 117 Gigabit 

Network 

Switch 48 

Port 

(C1.6.):

new clause 48 Port L3 switch should provide dedicated stacking port, with stacking throughput of 360Gbps No Change.

287 117 Gigabit 

Network 

Switch 48 

Port 

(C1.6.):

new clause The network switch should  be NDPP OR EAL3 certified No Change.

288 118 (C1.3) Sr. 

No. 10

To be added CE/EN  standard certificates,declares that the product complies with the essential requirements of the relevant health, 

safety and environmental protection legislation whereas UL is globally accepted standard which defines the safety of the 

product.

Thus request you to add the clause that the device should be   UL,CE/EN,FCC certified

No Change

289 118 (C1.3) Sr. 

No. 11

To be added International Data Corporation (IDC) is the premier global provider of market intelligence, advisory services, and events 

for the information technology, telecommunications and consumer technology markets. IDC helps IT professionals, 

business executives, and the investment community make fact-based decisions on technology purchases and business 

strategy which accepted globally. Thus, request you to add clause that OEM for storage should be from companies 

featuring in IDC in leadership position

No Change

290 118 (C1.3) Sr. 

No. 3

Dual Active controller  in NOSIPF  Kindly clarify the significance of NOSIPF? Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.
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291 118 (C1.3) Sr. 

No. 4

Memory:  64 GB or higher memory Memory requirement of 64GB is high requirement and suitable for higher end servers. While for storage devices, 16GB 

memory per controller is enough and suitable for storage applications. Thus, for 64GB memory requirement bidders may 

have to qoute higher end product thus increasing the project value when 16GB is sufficient for the application. Kindly 

ammend Memory:  16GB per controller

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

292 118 (C1.3) Sr. 

No. 6

Ports: 8 X 10 gig port/ 8 X 16 gig port Such high no. of 10 Giga bit port is not required, 4 no. of Giga bit port per controller of maximum 2 no. of 10 Gig bit port 

is enough for data transfer. Such higher no. of data port requirement will just increase the device cost. Thus request you 

to ammend this requirement

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

293 118 (C1.3) Sr. 

No. 7

Performance: should be configurable to provide at least 

250 MBPS with 90% write & 10% read workload

Large amount of videos are transfereed simultaneously to the storage device, thus 250Mbps is not sufficient and request 

you to ammend the requirement to min. 600Mbps or better considering buffer.

No Change

294 118 (C1.3) Sr. 

No. 9

Scalability: should be scalable to support atleast 100 

drives

Request you to decrease the no. to 72 drives , 72 drives with 6TB each i.e. 432TB total storage is more than enough for 

60/30TB storage requirement after RAID 6 configuration

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

295 118 C 1.3 Dual Active controller in NOSIPF we Understand  this is a typo error, we read NOSIPF as No single point of failure. Please confirm if our Understanding is 

correct.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

296 118 C 1.3 Ports: 8 X 10 gig port/ 8 X 16 gig port we Understand  this is a typo error, we Understand  this as 8 X 10 Gbps port/ 8 X 16 Gbps FC port. Please confirm if our 

Understanding  is correct.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

297 118 Item: 

External 

Storage 

(C1.3)

Memory:  64 GB or higher memory Video Data does not reqire the High Cache, as it continously writes on to Storage and High Cache does not play any role 

into this. Hence requesting you to pls reduce the total cache to 12 GB, 6GB per controller. 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

298 118 Item: 

External 

Storage 

(C1.3)

Ports: 8 X 10 gig port/ 8 X 16 gig port These many ports are not required considering the throughput requirment for 30 or 60 Cameras. Kindly reduce it to 4 x 

10 Gig or 4x 16 gig ports.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

299 118 Item: 

External 

Storage 

(C1.3)

Scalability:  should be scalable to support atleast 100 

drives

Scalability in Drives count should not be the criteria. Kindly make it into the capacity criteria as "scalable to four time of 

the min. offered capacity."

 The Storage shall not have any limitation on the LUN Size, the entire Storage can be created as single LUN.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

300 121 C 2.2 LED display It's a part of Conatiner Data Center hence, suggest to mention under the specifications of Conatiner Data Center No Change

301 122 C 2.3 Cabinet It's a part of Conatiner Data Center hence, suggest to mention under the specifications of Conatiner Data Center No Change

302 122 C 2.4 Chairs It's a part of Conatiner Data Center hence, suggest to mention under the specifications of Conatiner Data Center No Change

303 123 C 3.7 UPS 10 KVA It's a part of Conatiner Data Center hence, suggest to mention under the specifications of Conatiner Data Center.                            

Please mention "The UPS has to be in parallel redundant in configuration"     Reason: In BOQ UPS 2 nos have been 

mentioned but the redundant configuration has not been mentioned. This may lead to supply of stand-alone UPS which 

will not serve the purpose of redundancy.

No Change

304 123 C 3.7 - S 

no. 3

10 KVA online UPS with monitoring software Suggest to add isolation transformer to be part of the UPS     Reason: Since, the site is in forest, it would be better to 

have isolation transformer so that a separate neutral can be created at the site. This shall ensure better safety of the 

equipments.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

305 124 Item: 

Silent DG 

Set 

(62.5KVA) 

(C3.8)

Engine should be of 4 cylinders, inline, 4 stroke cycle, 

Water cooled turbo charged after cooled, developing 84 

BHP at 1500 RPM under NTP conditions of BS:5514. The 

engine shall be provided with electrical starting 

arrangement & shall give the electrical output of 

62.5KVA/50KW at 0.8 power factor, 415Volts at the 

alternator terminal.

Engine should be of 4 cylinders, inline, 4 stroke cycle, Water cooled turbo charged after cooled, developing suitable BHP 

at 1500 RPM under NTP conditions of BS:5514. The engine shall be provided with electrical starting arrangement & shall 

give the electrical output of 62.5KVA/50KW at 0.8 power factor, 415Volts at the alternator terminal.

No Change.

306

129 20 OEM Office and Service Centre in India

We request you to please modify this clause to OEM authorized Service Center in India as to the best of our knowledge

many OEM does not have there own Office/Service Center in India. With this clause onlyone OEM can participate in

your tender. Our OEM has its office in NCR.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

307
129 21 Warranty: 5 years Comprehensive Onsite OEM Warranty

We request you to please modify this clause to 5 years comprehensive Offsite warranty by OEM authorized Service

Center/Bidder in India.

No Change

308
130 6 Number of Channels : 1000

We reuest you to please modify this clasue to Number of Channels :100 or higher as WPC will alllocate only 1-2

frequencies depending upon number of radios.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

309

130 10
Digital technology with Conventional, TDMA, Capacity 

Plus, IP Site Connect system type

We reuest you to please modify this clasue to Digital technology with Conventional, TDMA, IP Site Connect system type.

Capacity Plus term should be deleted as these  terms are  propreitory terminology of Motorola Trunking System.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

310 130 13 IP Standard: IP 57 or suitable for proposed solution We reuest you to please modify this clasue to IP Standard: IP 67 as forest operations need Radios to be operated during

rain/extreme climatic conditions. 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

311 130 15 Frequency Stability: + 5 ppm We reuest you to please modify this clasue to Frequency Stability: + 2 ppm No Change.

312

130 18 OEM Office and Service Centre in India

We request you to please modify this clause to OEM authorized Service Center in India as to the best of our Knowledge

many OEM does not have there own Office/Service Center in India. With this clause onlyone OEM can participate in

your tender. Our OEM has its office in NCR.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

313
130 19 Warranty: 5 years Comprehensive Onsite OEM Warranty

We request you to please modify this clause to 5 years comprehensive Offsite warranty by OEM authorized Service

Center/Bidder in India.

No Change.
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314 130 NA Simultaneous dual sensor capability It is recommended that the UAV be capable of carrying both sensors simultaneously on-board. On a number of 

occasions wildlife/ poachers will be hidden under foliage, not visible to a visual camera. Flying a thermal sensor along 

with a visual sensor simultaneously, will allow side by side viewing of the feed. Hence, tracking and identification will be 

significantly easier. A use case is if a poacher hides under a tree while being tracked. A visual camera will lose sight, 

however if a thermal is also present on-board, he can continue to be monitored. The system will not need to return to 

base for payload swap and user can switch between visible and thermal remotely. 

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

315 130 NA Automated Obstacle Avoidance System It is recommended that the UAV have an integrated obstacle avoidance system. This is critical since the range asked for 

is 4km. This means the UAV will be beyond visual line of sight and any obstacle will not be visible. Obstacle avoidance 

sensors will ensure that the drone avoids any obstacle in its path automatically, without which the chances of a crash are 

greatly increased.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

316 130 NA Manual Transmitter It is recommended that the UAV be equipped with a manual transmitter that has functions of operation of UAV for manual 

flying, camera controls and a one click return to home switch. This is important as redundancy in case of failure of 

viewing tablet/ GCS.

No Change.

317 130 NA Electronic Sensor Stabilization System It is recommended that both the sensors be equipped with a 3-axis electronic stabilization system for better image quality 

and easier operation. Without this the feed will be shaky and blurred.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

318 130 NA Object Tracking It is recommended that the UAV have automatic object tracking to be able to track poachers and wildlife midflight. Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

319 131 4 UAV weight It is recommended that the take-off weight be increased to 6kgs. This is to accommodate a dual battery setup for safety 

(as elaborated in Sr. No.5) and a dual sensor setup + dual electronic stabilisation system for simulatenous feed and 

stable imagery (as elaborated in Sr. No.10 and 13).

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

320 131 5 Visible Camera FOV 90° FOV shall be 45°. 90° FOV will affect the zoom levels No Change

321 131 5 10X or better for Visible camera 10x optical zoom and 4x digital zoom Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

322 131 5 4X or better for Thermal 4x Digital zoom or better Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

323 131 5 Zoom: 10X or better for Visible camera It is recommended that the camera be capable of 30x optical zoom to detect wildlife from a distance and not disturb them 

by the noise caused by the UAV. Smaller animal detection and tracking also becomes easier. This will also allow for the 

UAV to fly higher and remain undetected by poachers. Also, in case of zoom, the FOV shall be dynamic.

No Change.

324 131 7 4 Km & More MINIMUM 4 km & more Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

325 131 9 Max Speed It is recommended that the max speed of the UAV be at least 20 m/s to track fast moving animals and poachers. This will 

also ensure that the UAV reaches an incident much quicker and allows faster return to base for a battery swap.

Please refer to updated clause in Final RFP 

document.

326 131 11 IP 53 certification from NABL accredited or government lab IP 53 offers Dust Ingress resistance which is not necessary as all internal systems are dustproof. The body is left open 

for better aerodynamics and heat dissipation. 

No Change

327 131 12 Bad Weather Failsafe "High Wind" Failsafe and not Bad weather Failsafe Weather becomes broader term which will include rains, snowfalls 

etc as well. Failsafe is specifically for highwinds only

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

328 131 16 Digital AES Encryption not mentioned. For a system for work and prevent hacking into the drone system by hackers we need to have a digitally AES encrypted 

system

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

329 131 Pilot 

Training

No Point mentioned on the operating crew for UAV UAV requires 2 persons deployed for efficient and optimal usage of drone. No Change.

330 131 Additional Specs for Consideration : UAV

1. No engine and Battery powered

2. Vertical Take-off and landing (VTOL) to enable launch and recovery from a vehicle and no requirement of 

runway/landing ground

3. Long endurance :  >/= 90 min

4. Silent Operation

5. High Ops ceiling

6. Compatibility for receiving Flight Plans and movement commands from the OWS at FCC

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

331 132 14 Battery It is recommended that the UAV have a minimum of 2 batteries connected to independent circuits at all times as 

redundancy. If equipped with only a single battery, failure will result in the UAV coming down.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

332 132 19 Military grade specs for tablet A simple android/ iOS enabled tablet is more than sufficient as a viewing device. This fits securely onto the transmitter. A 

military grade spec would make the system unnecessarily large, bulky and inefficient along with a significant increase in 

cost.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

333 133 23 Video should be recorded in commonly portable video 

format (AVI/MP4 etc.) on the GCS. The UAV should not do 

any on-board recording. 

It is recommended that the UAV have an option for on-board video recording. This shall ensure a backup in case of 

failure of GCS. The memory can be erased from the GCS in case UAV falls in unauthorized hands.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

334 133 24 Technical life of UAV Minimum 500 landings (Required 

certificate from NABL accredited lab or Govt. lab shall be 

submitted)

Can this be submitted at a later stage? Majority manufacturers would not have this currently. This is a very specific rating 

for a very specific test and is not a standard practice for UAV's.

No Change.
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335 134 26 The entire system must be packed in a rugged container 

for safe transportation along with waterproof backpack and 

weight of complete system excluding hard carrying case 

and battery charger (s) must not exceed 20 KG. 

The system will always be transported in the case/ backpack and along with the battery charger. Hence, it is 

recommended that the weight specification  include both of these. Alternately, the system could be 'two-man portable' 

instead of any restrictive number.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

336 142 Annex 10 Components Offered Suggest to mention : 1. Containerized data center pre-fitted with UPS, PAC, control room, lighting, furniture, etc.

2. Thermal sensing cameras

3. DG sets

4. Wireless devices

5. Video analytics software                                                                                                                                                                      

Reason: This shall bring clarity. Else, the bidder may prefer not to give MAF of any components.

Please refer to the updated clause in Final 

RFP document.

337 146 Financial 

bid format

Please add a line item for construction of mud road to carry equipments to the location                                                               

Reason: Since there shall not be roads to the locations, these need to be made for installation and O & M for 5 years. 

Hence, the request so that the cost can be quoted.

No Change.

338 148 B - C 1 Modular Containerised data center Suggest to change to "To be replaced by "Factory tested Modular Containerized Data Centre pre-fitted with UPS, PAC, 

control room, lighting, furniture, cabling, etc.)"                                                                                Reason: As the 

container data center need to be tested at factory as a package including all its components so, it will be a package 

hence, suggested to be quoted as a single line item package including the components mentioned as sub-items, instead 

of separate line items for each compnents of the conatainer data center.

No Change.

339 71 & 74 6.9 (b) & 

6.18 (a)

"The contract for the supply can be repudiated at any time 

by the purchase officer, if the supplies are not made to his 

satisfaction" "decision of the competent authority/ purchase 

committee whether the articles supplied conforms to the 

specifications"

Please clarify the limits of authority of the 'purchase officer' and the 'purchase committee' No Change.

340 Additional 

Point

QUALIFIC

ATION/ 

ELIGIBILI

TY 

CRITERIA

OEM participating in the procurement process shall 

possess the following minimum pre-qualification/ eligibility 

criteria

OEM criteria should also be included in the conditions so as to filter out players who are non-serious contenders from 

India operations perspective.

No Change.

341 Additional 

Point

QUALIFIC

ATION/ 

ELIGIBILI

TY 

CRITERIA

OEM participating in the procurement process shall 

possess the following minimum pre-qualification/ eligibility 

criteria

1.       CCTV camera OEM must have self owned sales office in all the 4 regions (east, west, north, south) and min 2 self 

owned service center in India for last 4 years. Alliance/business partners should not be considered

No Change.

342 Additional 

Point

QUALIFIC

ATION/ 

ELIGIBILI

TY 

CRITERIA

OEM participating in the procurement process shall 

possess the following minimum pre-qualification/ eligibility 

criteria

2.       CCTV camera OEM must have min 500 employees on its payroll in India so as to ensure long term after sales 

support and spare support, This This is to justify that the CCTV OEM has made investment in India and is serious about 

its business in India which will ensure long term after sales support and spare support from the OEM.Alliance/business 

partners should not be considered

No Change.

343 Additional 

Point

QUALIFIC

ATION/ 

ELIGIBILI

TY 

CRITERIA

OEM participating in the procurement process shall 

possess the following minimum pre-qualification/ eligibility 

criteria

Camera & VMS should be of same make for seamless integration between the two. This is to ensure seamless 

integration and single point of contact and ownership from the CCTV OEM

No Change.

344 our 

suggestion

s

QRT Quick response team QRT should be added in FMS to address incidences. QRT includes specially designed vehicle suitable for the terrain 

with trained security personnel equipped with communication and required weapon approved by competent agency 

No Change

345 our 

suggestion

s

Security Security of project implementation team Purchaser should ensure security of project personnel during implementation. No Change

346 Assignme

nt Clause 

(new 

Clause 

proposed) 

:

Assignment Clause (new Clause proposed) : “The Contractor shall not, without the express prior written consent of the Employer, assign to any third party the Contract 

or any part thereof, or any right, benefit, obligation or interest therein or there under, except that the Contractor shall be 

entitled to assign either absolutely or by way of charge any monies due and payable to it or that may become due and 

payable to it under the Contract to any Financial Institution(s) or Bank(s) or NBFC(s).

In the event the Contractor assigns the monies due and payable to it or that may become due and payable to it, under 

the Contract, to any Financial Institution(s) or Bank(s) or NBFC(s), the Employer shall acknowledge the intimation letter it 

may receive from such financial institution(s) or Bank(s) or NBFC (s). If the Employer does not reply within 15 days of the 

receipt of the intimation letter, it can be considered as “acknowledged by the Employer”. Furthermore the Employer will 

provide an indicative date by when the funds will be released to the Contractor as a measure of comfort for the decisions 

of Financial Institution(s) or Bank(s) or NBFC(s)”.

No Change.
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347 EMD 

Format

EMD Format Kindly share the EMD Format Please refer to Final RFP document for BG 

Format.

348 General General Please clarify the following: 

1).Electricity connection Charges shall be borne by the bidder which will be reimbursed at actual, over and above the 

contract prices

2). Recurring Electricity Charges during AMC stage shall be in customer scope. Kindly confirm

3). At Site Electricity will be arranged by GOR. Please confirmed. 

GOR is responsible to provide electricity 

wherever is required for the project and if not 

specified in the RFP document.

349 General General We understand that RI ( Re- Instatement)/ROW( Right Of Way) charges  shall be borne by Customer and necessary 

approval shall be obtained by the customer. However Bidder will facilitate necessary support .Kindly confirm.

Any delay attributed to ROW( Which impacts overall schedule of the project) shall be suitable compensated. Please 

confirm.

No Change.

350 General General Please confirm that indoor space for warehouse during implementation and warranty/AMC will be provided by GOR. No Change.

351 General General We understand that any statuary variation applicable due to introduction of any taxes,  duties viz, GST, etc., shall be paid 

at actuals. Kindly Confirm.

Yes

352 General General Kindly confirm that GOR shall provide 'C form'. No. 

353 General General Kindly clarify whether taxes & duties are to be included in the price or the same be paid extra at actuals on submission of 

proof of payment of such taxes

Please refer to BoQ on eProc Portal.


